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The Sustainability of Mexican Subnational Debt.
by
Ernesto del Castillo de la Fuente
Abstract
After the costly bailout of subnational public finances in 1995, the Mexican central
government began a process of fiscal decentralization aimed to prevent
unsustainable debt levels and further subnational bailouts. Despite the efforts,
between 1996 and 2016, subnational debt grew ten times in nominal terms. As a
response, the Ley de Disciplina Financiera de las Entidades Federativas y los
Municipios (hencefort LDF) was enacted in 2016. The LDF included a new fiscal rule
intended to discipline subnational governments. The purpose of this dissertation is
two-fold. First, it provides an assessment of Mexican states' and municipalities' debts
from 1993 to 2017, paying particular attention to the effects of the 2008-09 global
financial crisis. Second, it evaluates the effectiveness of the new fiscal rule encoded
in the LDF.
Study 1 proposes a novel indicator that eases the interpretability and
communicability of public debt sustainability. Then, it uses the developed indicator
to assess the sustainability of all Mexican states from 1993 to 2016.
Study 2 uses the same indicator developed in Study 1 to evaluate the public
debt sustainability of 110 Mexican municipalities from 2007 to 2017. Then, it tests
the statistical robustness of the sustainability indicator by means of Monte Carlo
simulations.
Study 3 evaluates the impact of the LDF's fiscal rule on the levels of debt
accumulation of Mexican states. A quarterly panel dataset (2013-2020) and
differences-in-differences (DID) techniques are used to evaluate the LDF´s
effectiveness.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Motivation
Public debt is a government instrument that can drive economic growth and social
development. Still, if misused, it can be counter-productive and become a burden for
future generations (Buchanan, 1958). Public debt's potential to foster development
versus becoming a burden for future generations has been debated for several
decades. However, the 2008-09 global financial crisis reignited the debate as the
financial crisis exposed the unsound fiscal policies that led to a massive increase in
public debt worldwide (Woo, 2015). Though there is no universally accepted
definition for sustainable fiscal policy, the literature agrees that expanding public debt
is unsustainable in the long run (Beqiraj et al., 2018).
The IMF (2020) defines subnational governments (henceforth, SNGs) as "all
levels of government below the central government, including local governments,
regions, and states (or provinces) in federations". Although most empirical studies
focused on national governments' debt, SNGs were not exempted from excessive
debt expansion. The SNGs debt growth is not a new phenomenon but has increased
in relevance due to fiscal decentralization and debt market expansion in developing
countries (Canuto and Liu, 2010).
Moreover, SNGs' debt sustainability has become a growing area of research,
as mismanagement of SNGs' finances can be costly for central governments bearing
their bailouts. There are examples of SNGs bailouts in developed countries like
Germany (Seitz, 2000) and the OECD members (von Hagen et al., 2000) but they
are more usual among developing economies, like Argentina (Nicolini, 2002), Brazil
(Webb and Dillinger, 1999), Colombia (Echeverría et al. 2010) and Mexico (Giugale
et al., 2000).
1

Mexican SNGs have been bailed out several times by the central government.
Hernández-Trillo et al. (2002) provide the best-documented example of the latest
Mexican SNG financial bailout after the 1995 Tequila crisis. Moreover, between 1996
and 2016, subnational debt grew ten times in nominal terms, while as a percentage
of GDP, it increased from 1.16% in 2001 to 4% in 2016, a level even higher than
before the Tequila crisis (3.5%).
In response to the rapid growth of subnational debt, the Mexican central
government enacted new regulations. First, in 2013, the Ley General de
Contabilidad Gubernamental (LGCG) was passed to end subnational accounting
discretion setting standardized accounting criteria and financial reporting for all
government levels. Then, in 2016, the Ley de Disciplina Financiera de las Entidades
Federativas y los Municipios (LDF) was enacted to promote subnational fiscal
discipline by means of transparency and accountability mechanisms.
Measuring the sustainability of subnational public debt is relevant for three
main reasons. First, unsustainable debt levels increases the risk of failing to provide
essential public services and necessary public goods such as infrastructure.
Second, it represents a burden on the public finances that can lead to higher taxation
and less well-being for the citizens. Third, generalized high levels of public debt can
become unsustainable and threaten the macroeconomic stability of the financial
system. This scenario is especially true under extreme shocks, such as the
economic crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
Despite the subject's relevance, there are very few studies assessing the debt
sustainability of Mexican subnational governments, and some of them lack a
rigorous methodology. Therefore, the significance of the matter urges the evaluation
of Mexican subnational debt sustainability using the most reliable empirical methods
available. Thus, this dissertation aims to present a very much-needed assessment
of the current state of Mexican subnational public debt.

2

1.2 Problem statement and context
Increased debt levels do not necessarily constitute a threat to public finances unless
they become unsustainable, i.e., when debt costs exceed the burden of public
finances. (Balassone and Franco, 2000). Therefore, to identify the risks associated
with high debt levels, it is necessary to distinguish a sustainable path from a nonsustainable one.
Public debt sustainability is part of the broad debate in the theoretical and
empirical economic literature. Although theory generally defines debt sustainability
as permanent solvency over time (Wyplosz, 2005), practitioners are still trying to
provide a more operational definition. This issue has been the subject of intense
discussion and analysis using several methodologies (Paparas et al., 2015). The
debate continues as a consensus on the methodological definition of debt
sustainability has not yet been reached (Neck and Sturm, 2008).
Nevertheless, two main methods for assessing public debt sustainability have
guided the debate. The traditional unit root testing (Hamilton and Flavin, 1986) and
the intertemporal budget constraint model (Bohn, 1998). Whereas unit root testing
has been severely criticized for being highly sensitive to structural breaks (Uctum
and Thurston, 2006), Bohn's model has become the methodological standard due to
its statistical properties. Bohn (1998) addressed the deficiencies of the unit root
approach by proposing a model that examines the government's fiscal reaction to
changes in the debt-to-GDP ratio. The central assumption in the fiscal response
theory is that if a government wants to increase its current debt level, it must increase
its future fiscal surplus as a corrective measure. This condition would imply that the
debt-to-GDP ratio will reverse to its mean and reach a sustainable debt level.
In other words, the intertemporal budget constraint aims to test "whether the
data can reject the hypothesis that the condition ruling out Ponzi games on public
debt holds" (Mendoza and Oviedo, 2009, p.8). Bohn's (1998) hypothesis is examined
using dynamic panel data regression techniques, such as the system generalized
method of moments (SGMM), a common standard for experienced econometricians.
3

However, despite its desirable statistical properties, the regression output
from Bohn's model can be cumbersome for a non-expert audience (such as most
policymakers). Therefore, considering the topic's relevance and the policy
implications of a robust yet easily understandable measurement of debt
sustainability, this dissertation proposes an alternative indicator aiming to provide a
more intuitive interpretation of the measure of sustainability.
In addition to the methodological contribution to the measurement of debt
sustainability, this dissertation provides empirical evaluations for both levels of
subnational governments in Mexico. To the best of my knowledge, no previous
studies assess the sustainability of Mexican state's and municipalities' debt using
dynamic panel data techniques. Still, the mentioned evaluations were carried out
using available data before the LDF implementation. Hence, the evaluations did not
assess the impact of the reform.
Since one of the LDF´s objectives is to promote fiscal discipline and
subnational debt sustainability, the impact of its execution directly concerns the
objectives of this dissertation. The assessment of the effects of a new policy (or
reform) is called impact evaluation. Traditionally, those evaluations were performed
using an immediate and observable input-output framework, not paying attention to
long-term and unobservable causal effects. Thus, the main challenge for effective
impact evaluations is to identify the causal relationship between the policy and the
outcome of interest (Gertler et al., 2016).
In the context of this dissertation, the challenge is to identify the LDF´s
implementation true causal effects over unbiased measurements of public debt.
Therefore, I propose a novel identification strategy that exploits quarterly panel data
and difference-in-differences techniques to perform an impact evaluation of the LDF.
To the best of my knowledge, this dissertation is the first to conduct an empirical
assessment of the LDF over the levels of subnational debt. Furthermore, it
contributes to the scarce empirical literature on the matter for developing economies.

4

1.3 Objectives
The purpose of this dissertation is two-fold. First, to evaluate the sustainability of
Mexican subnational public debt after the impact of the 2008-09 global financial
crisis, but before the LDF was enforced. Second, to assess the LDF effectiveness
four years after its implementation. Specifically, five objectives are addressed: (1)
propose a novel indicator to ease the interpretability and communicability of public
debt sustainability; (2) test the robustness and theoretical properties of the newly
developed indicator by means of Monte Carlo simulations; (3) evaluate the
sustainability of Mexican states debt from 1993 to 2016 using the proposed indicator;
(4) evaluate the sustainability of 110 most indebted Mexican municipalities debt
between 2007 and 2017 using the developed indicator; and (5) offer an impact
evaluation of the LDF's fiscal rule on Mexican states' debt accumulation levels.

1.4 Dissertation structure
In order to achieve the dissertation objectives, three studies were conducted. The
first study begins by presenting a literature review of fiscal sustainability in the
aftermath of the 2008-09 global financial crisis. Then, it reviews the methodologies
used to evaluate fiscal sustainability; here, it differs from the common Bohn (1998)
model proposing an alternative sustainability indicator. It derives a different reaction
function, which responds to the debt-to-GDP ratio in previous periods and the
primary fiscal surplus-to-GDP ratio. Thus, the derived sustainability indicator (!)
depends on the magnitude and significance of the lagged debt-to-GDP ratio's
coefficient. The new indicator (!) contributes to the literature by providing a more
easily interpretable global debt sustainability measurement (Objective 1). Next, it
applies the proposed approach to evaluate the debt sustainability of all Mexican
states during the period 1993 to 2016 (Objective 3). This study pays special attention
to the 2008-09 global financial crisis and its effects on the Mexican states’ debt
accumulation. Finally, the study tests several propositions concerning differences
across states in terms of economic growth, openness to capital flows, and population
5

density. This study was co-authored with Dr. René Cabral Torres and Dr. Fausto
Hernández-Trillo, director and lector of this dissertation, respectively. A version of
this study was published in the journal Regional & Federal Studies (2021); thus, due
copyright permissions have been requested from the referred journal.
The second study extends the evaluation of subnational debt to the 110 most
indebted Mexican municipalities from 2007 to 2017. The study begins by
summarizing the relevant municipal literature. Then, it uses the same indicator from
the previous study to evaluate debt sustainability at the municipal level (Objective
4). The evaluation comprises several robustness checks, including regional
differences, alternative control variable specifications, and structural breaks testing.
Considering the significance of the 2008-09 global financial crisis in both studies,
testing the indicator's robustness under extreme volatility scenarios became
paramount. Thus, a second contribution consisted of examining the robustness and
theoretical properties of the proposed indicator (!) using Monte Carlo simulations
(Objective 2). Specifically, the examination consisted in simulating thousands of
panel datasets, each with varying magnitudes of random financial shocks, then
calculating the sustainability parameter and constructing the probabilistic distribution
from the Monte Carlo simulations. Then, the stability of the proposed indicator was
assessed by contrasting the simulated probabilistic distribution against the expected
behavior derived from its theoretical properties. The main conclusion from the Monte
Carlo simulations was that the proposed indicator (!) behaved according to its
theoretical properties, thus demonstrating that it is a reliable sustainability
measurement even under scenarios of extreme volatility. This study was coauthored with Dr. René Cabral Torres and Dr. Eduardo Saucedo de la Fuente. A
version of this study was published in the journal Sustainability (2022); hence, due
copyright permissions have been requested from the referred journal.
The third study analyzes the effects of the LDF on subnational debt, which
were not considered in the two previous studies. However, the study focuses on the
state level due to insufficient information to conduct an impact assessment at the
municipal level. This study argues that the LDF alert system characterizes an explicit
6

fiscal rule according to Eyraud et al.'s (2018) definition. Specifically, this study
evaluates the impact of the LDF fiscal rule on the Mexican States' indebtedness
levels using a quarterly panel dataset (2013-2020) and differences-in-differences
(DID) techniques (Objective 5). Using the DID methodology allows me to analyze
the initial impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the levels of subnational debt. I can
conclude that although the recent crisis has somewhat reduced the alert system's
effectiveness, the mechanism prevented excessive indebtedness even in an
extreme economic shock caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. The study contributes
to the scarce literature evaluating the effectiveness of fiscal rules to reduce debt
accumulation at the subnational level. To the best of my knowledge, no previous
studies had empirically assessed the impact of the LDF on Mexican states. Hence,
this study is the first to present such an assessment. I solely authored this study.
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CHAPTER 2
THE SUSTAINABILITY OF SUBNATIONAL PUBLIC DEBT
EVIDENCE FROM MEXICAN STATES

2.1 Introduction
Macroeconomic fiscal sustainability has long received considerable attention, first,
in the early 1990s with the Maastricht Treaty. More recently, due to the 2008-09 US
financial and economic crisis that spread across the entire world economy.
Particularly in Europe, since the early 1970s, a persistent, solid public debt growth
in some countries often coincided with low average GDP growth. Moreover, the
latest global financial and economic crisis created an environment characterized by
public debt problems that left several European Union (EU) members (for example,
Greece, Portugal, Ireland, Spain, and Cyprus) unable to repay their debt or to bail
out over-indebted banks under national supervision without the assistance of third
parties (Beqiraj, Fedeli, and Forte, 2018). Since then, many theoretical and empirical
papers have focused on evaluating fiscal sustainability at the national level.
In this context, assessing the fiscal sustainability of subnational governments
(henceforth, SNGs) has become of paramount importance and a growing area of
research. Indeed, when SNGs follow an unsustainable fiscal policy, it can jeopardize
the services it manages, the financial system's safety, and, ultimately, the country’s
international creditworthiness and overall macroeconomic stability.
The objective of this chapter is to assess fiscal sustainability for Mexican
SNGs. This experience is relevant as the country, a developing federal economy,
has a reputation of frequently bailing out states (Giugale et al., 2000) due to a lack
of fiscal discipline à la Lane (1993). This dissertation chapter contributes to the
literature in two important ways. First, it proposes an intuitive approach to assess
sustainability. As in Bohn's (1998) seminal model, the setup departs from the present
value constraints. A different reaction function is derived, which responds to the debt11

to-GDP ratio in previous periods and the primary fiscal surplus-to-GDP ratio.
Treating the reaction function as a first-order difference equation, is demonstrated
that sustainability depends on the size and significance of the lagged debt-to-GDP
ratio coefficient. Therefore, the model provides a more intuitive interpretation of
lagged debt-to GDP coefficients to measure fiscal (un)sustainability. The second
contribution of this dissertation chapter is that, by exploring the case of Mexican
states, it extends the geographical reach of the existing empirical research assessing
public debt sustainability at the SNG level. As mentioned above, most of the existing
literature on public debt sustainability examines the case of industrial economies and
employs time series unit root tests.
This dissertation chapter pays special attention to the role of the 2008-09
global financial crisis and political factors as potential determinants of public debt
accumulation. Since the acquisition of additional public debt in Mexican states needs
to be approved by state congresses, this chapter test whether a party majority at the
same local congress as the governor might influence the accumulation of public
debt. Following this initial assessment, the fiscal stances of different states it is
examined using criteria such as size, openness, and economic growth.
The results suggest that Mexican states maintain a sustainable fiscal position.
However, we also find that Mexican states' fiscal position has deteriorated in recent
years, suggesting that fiscal policy has been unsustainable when measuring debt
sustainability as a ratio of debt to guaranteed revenue (non-earmarked federal
transfers plus own resources). We also observe the very significant effect of the
financial crisis on public debt. Finally, we find that smaller, more open, less dynamic
states had more compromised fiscal stances, particularly following the recent global
financial crisis.
The rest of this chapter proceeds as follows. Section 2.2 revisit the relevant
literature for emerging markets. Section 2.3 provides background about the evolution
of public debt in Mexican states. Using alternative measures of indebtedness
employed later in the empirical analysis, Section 2.4 presents descriptive statistics
showing the growth of public debt at different time points. It also shows Mexico's
12

political map, describing its regional divisions and comparing states according to
their debt levels. Section 2.5 introduces the methodology employed, which is based
on a simple theoretical framework of debt sustainability. Section 2.6 first presents
some unit root tests and then develops an empirical assessment of fiscal
sustainability across Mexican states based on the model proposed in Section 2.3.
Finally, Section 2.7 provides some concluding remarks.

2.2 Literature review on debt sustainability and emerging markets
Broadly speaking, the literature shows two analytical approaches that study fiscal
sustainability. The first is concerned with testing several types of controls for
subnational borrowing to achieve sustainability. The second is more concerned with
the development and implementation of methodologies to evaluate debt
sustainability. Although this chapter's objective is better aligned with the latter
approach, we also briefly review the former.

2.2.1 Controls for SNG borrowing
Here, the main concern is to promote fiscal responsibility and political accountability
by subnational governments. Thus, the main question is, what are the most effective
policies or mechanisms to control SNGs’ excessive public debt accumulation? In this
category, much of the research is related to international organizations, such as the
World Bank (Giugale et al., 2000; Liu and Webb, 2011; Webb, 2004), the IMF (Lane,
1993; Ter-Minassian and Craig, 1997; Chalk and Hemming, 2000; Plekhanov and
Singh, 2006), the OECD (Ter-Minassian, 2007; Blöchliger, 2013), or the ECLAC
(Paunovic, 2005; Ter-Minassian and Jiménez, 2011).
This research branch categorizes policies (or enforcing mechanisms)
intended to reach subnational fiscal sustainability in four categories. First, the market
discipline approach is confident that free and open financial markets will likely
13

restrain excessive subnational borrowing when there is no perceived possibility of a
bailout in case of default. Empirical evidence suggests that if the rigorous market
conditions defined by Lane (1993) are not met, the market approach will likely lead
to increasing levels of subnational indebtedness, as in the case of Canada and Brazil
(Ter-Minassian and Craig, 1997).
Under the second approach, the SNGs' limits of indebtedness are individually
negotiated and agreed upon according to the local requirements. Evidence shows
that the so-called cooperative controls approach may not effectively prevent
subnational debt accumulation when either market discipline or the central
government's fiscal management is weak. Also, they are susceptible to SNGs’
asymmetrical bargaining power (Ter-Minassian, 2007).
Third, under centrally imposed rules the central government exerts direct
control over the SNGs’ borrowing. Although this variety of control is conflicted with
the trend toward rising fiscal responsibilities for SNGs, evidence suggests that when
vertical fiscal imbalances are wider, this becomes the best alternative, especially for
emerging economies (Plekhanov and Singh, 2006).
The last category, the rules-based approach, investigates legal devices
(rules) intended to anchor expectations about a government's commitment to fiscal
discipline. There are several types of fiscal rules. Some set limits on the absolute
level of debt; others stipulate that borrowing can be resorted to only for designated
purposes; some restrict debt to a maximum allowed service ratio, while others
prohibit certain risky types of borrowing.
It is important to remark that, because of this tendency of SNGs to contract
debt, many countries have imposed different mixtures of fiscal rules. Ter-Minassian
(2007) and Liu and Webb (2011) review the types of fiscal rules imposed in different
countries and their effectiveness. These authors show evidence that fiscal
responsibility laws (FRL), which contain the fiscal rules, can help coordinate and
sustain fiscal prudence commitments. Still, FRLs are not a substitute for commitment
and should not be viewed as ends in themselves. In other words, the FRLs have
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helped to make debt sustainable, though this is still lacking even after the law has
been introduced (Liu and Webb, 2011).
The evidence also suggests that fiscal rules tend to be more effective at the
national level and perform somewhat poorly at the subnational level, mainly due to
local governments' autonomy (Ter-Minassian, 2007). Here Kopits (2004) argues that
decentralization requires a mechanism to enforce rules at each decision-making
level (a bottom-up approach) rather than a top-down mechanism.

2.2.2 Methodologies for SNG debt sustainability
Regarding the methodological literature to assess debt sustainability, two families of
methodologies stand out. The first try to verify whether the solvency condition has
held for the past budgetary policies and then recommend future actions. The seminal
work of this approach is Hamilton and Flavin (1986).1 Based on this work, others
refine this methodology (Wilcox, 1989; Ahmed and Rogers, 1995; Uctum and
Wickens,1997). The tests' results are mixed, but the main limitation is that they are
hardly useful for policymakers because solvency within a sample period does not
guarantee solvency in the future.
Buiter, Persson and Minford (1985) and Blanchard (1990) suggest synthetic
indicators to gauge sustainability. Buiter et al. uses public sector net worth to GDP.
The problem with this indicator is that the government’s net worth is hard to obtain.
Blanchard solves the problem by using the debt-to-GDP ratio, which is the most
widely used.
The second family of methods employs the present value budget constraints
as a starting point. In this chapter, we use an approximation to Bohn’s (1998) seminal
model, which, as mentioned earlier, we modify and adapt to assess sustainability at
the SNG level. We used this model because it is possible to derive a different

1

Chalk and Hemming (2000) review most papers based on this approach.
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reaction function, which responds to the debt-to-GDP ratio in previous periods and
the primary fiscal surplus-to-GDP ratio. Thus, our model provides a more intuitive
interpretation of lagged debt-to-GDP coefficients as a measurement of fiscal
(un)sustainability.
More recently, Mendoza and Oviedo (2009) proposed a third framework for
assessing public debt sustainability, explicitly incorporating revenue uncertainty and
financial market shocks. This framework estimates a measure of Natural Debt Limit
(NDL), which denotes a credible commitment to be capable of repaying even during
a fiscal crisis. It then computes the economy's stochastic equilibrium dynamics,
based on the government tax and expenditure “smoothed” policy. This approach has
been gaining the attention of researchers, especially in emerging economies such
as Indonesia (Lestari, 2014), Costa Rica (Chaverri, 2017), and Guatemala (CatalánHerrera, 2020).

2.2.3 Emerging market economies’ debt sustainability
Several papers have studied fiscal sustainability across industrial economies using
Bohn’s framework (Beqiraj et al., (2018), Fincke and Greiner, (2012); Greiner et al.,
(2007) and Potrafke and Resichmann (2015)). Still, this method has received less
attention in emerging economies.
Considering this context, we reviewed the literature that has examined
sustainability in emerging market economies. Among the national level debt
assessments, we find the works of de Mello (2008) for Brazil; Lozano (2010) for
Colombia; Cerro et al. (2008) for Argentina, while Cevik and Nanda (2020) tested 16
Caribbean countries' debt sustainability using panel data. At the subnational level,
we found applications of the Bohn framework in Daude and De la Maisonneuve
(2016) and Jaimes (2020) to Colombian states and municipalities. While for India,
Renjith and Shanmugam (2018) and Kaur et al. (2018) both utilize panel data of 20
Indian states for testing the sustainability of public debt.
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Regarding SNGs’ debt sustainability assessment using the fiscal rules
framework, the evidence is still inconclusive for developing countries (Kopits, 2004).
Several developing countries, such as Chile, Brazil, Mexico, and Peru, where rulesbased fiscal policies effectively promoted fiscal discipline. In contrast, they failed in
the cases of Argentina and Venezuela.
Webb (2004) argues that fiscal rules require strict ex-ante controls
(regulations) and severe ex-post consequences (no bailouts) to be effective.
However, considering that both conditions depend on credibility and enforcement
capacity, they are less effective in developing countries where weak institutional
frameworks prevail (Ter-Minassian and Craig, 1997; Kopits, 2004). Moreover, to
serve as an expectation anchor, the rules require broad political support, which must
be sustained in the long run as even a temporary abandonment would weaken the
rules’ credibility.
As a policy implication for developing countries, Kopits (2004) suggests
coding fiscal rules into the Constitution or other high-level laws and promoting strict
procedural rules, including best practices in transparency and accountability with an
independent audit mechanism. The inclusion of rules stabilizes public expense in
case of exogenous shocks or macroeconomic volatility. Finally, for economies that
are highly dependent on nonrenewable resources (like oil), a commodity stabilization
fund is recommended to avoid wide revenue fluctuations.
In the Mexican case, the two main fiscal rules were inscribed in the
Constitution. First, the federal and subnational governments are subject to the
golden rule: borrowing can only finance public investment. Second, subnational
governments are prohibited from incurring liabilities with foreign entities and
contracting liabilities in foreign currency. Compliance with these rules is supervised
by Congress, which also approves the fiscal balance target. Although the Mexican
executive branch still retains many discretionary powers, the existing rules have
promoted healthy public finances even during recent economic slowdowns and oil
shocks (Conesa et al., 2004).
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2.3 Institutional background and Mexican states' public debt
Mexico has three levels of government: federal (central), state (subnational), and
municipal (local). Intergovernmental fiscal relations follow a revenue-sharing system.
Nevertheless, the government is highly centralized, with about 90% of total fiscal
revenue collected at the federal level. Because of this centralization, state
governments significantly rely on federal transfers to finance current and capital
expenditures. In terms of public debt, states and municipalities obtain loans from
private banks (commercial), public banks (developmental), and the financial markets
(by issuing bonds) to finance new infrastructure in local currency. As in many other
emerging economies, government expenditures in Mexico tend to be cyclical,
decreasing during economic downturns and rising during upturns (Abbott, et al.,
2015). In these circumstances, state governments employ public debt to smooth out
expenditures during business cycles.
Over the last couple of decades, several factors have contributed to these
increasing subnational public debt levels in Mexico. The first was the 2008-09 global
financial crisis that originated in industrial economies but spread rapidly to the rest
of the world. The second influence on Mexico's subnational public debt growth are
changes in the regulatory framework, put in place after the domestic crisis of 1995
and the recession of 2001. Following the Mexican peso devaluation in 1994 and the
subsequent economic crisis of 1995, many states were left with high debt levels and
little ability to serve and repay their obligations. The crisis led to a bailout of 28 of the
32 states by the federal government via extraordinary transfers and debt
restructuring support.2 In 1997, a new regulatory framework for subnational public
debt was introduced, aiming to increase market transparency and prevent future
bailouts. Under the new legislation, states wishing to issue debt had to be evaluated
by two of the three rating agencies approved by the federal government (Moody's,
Standard and Poor's, or Fitch). To make the acquisition of debt transparent, states

2

Hernández-Trillo, et al. (2002) documented these bailout episodes and the moral hazard issues that emerged
from them. They also provide evidence of the regressive effects that bailouts have on less indebted, less
wealthy states, which generally received fewer resources.
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were also obliged to register all new loans with the federal government and to publish
their levels of debt, debt service, and financial statements.
Another significant breakpoint, caused by changes in the regulatory
framework, occurred in 2001 when states began using more debt securitization.3
According to the Deputy Chamber's Public Finance Studies Center (CEFP, 2009),
the total amount of securitized subnational debt went from 90 million in 2001 to 35
trillion in 2007.
Finally,

political

factors

influencing

Mexico's

national

public

debt

accumulation, which have been documented in the literature, also might have
affected subnational public debt issuance. The seminal work by Alesina and Tabellini
(1990) develops a theoretical model suggesting that public debt was issued
strategically by policymakers to influence their successors' choice. Additional
empirical evidence suggests that political factors may influence public debt levels
and fiscal sustainability (see, for instance, Alt and Lassen (2006) and Skilling and
Zeckhasuer (2002), regarding OECD economies, and Neck and Getzner (2001),
regarding Australia).

2.4 Data
The data set contains information from 1993 to 2016 for all 32 Mexican subnational
entities (31 states and Mexico City). All data are taken from official Mexican statistical
sources. The states’ public debt and non-earmarked federal transfers were obtained
from the Mexican Ministry of Finance. Data on the states' GDP, revenues, and
deficits were taken from Mexico's National Statistics Institute and state population
figures from the National Population Council. Finally, information regarding state
congresses' composition and majorities, the numbers of votes cast in local elections,

3
States have been allowed to securitize their public debt since 1998. The state of Aguascalientes was the first
issuer of securitized debt in 1999, but securitization was not used more broadly until 2001.
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and governors' political parties were taken from the states' electoral institutes.
This dissertation chapter employs two different public debt measures: the
debt-to-GDP ratio and the debt to guaranteed resources ratio (local revenue plus
non-earmarked federal transfers).4 Credit rating agencies use the latter to assess
states' capacity to acquire additional debt, and the former has been employed in the
literature to assess the central governments' ability to sustain public debt.5 Figure
2.1 presents a political map of Mexico and registers debt levels as a percentage of
guaranteed resources in 2016. The figure shows four categories of indebtedness,
where lighter colors indicate states with lower levels of debt. By this measure, the
states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, and Nuevo Leon, in the north, and Quintana Roo, in
the south, are the most indebted, with a level of debt that surpasses their guaranteed
revenue. Although there is no clear geographical pattern, it is evident that two of the
six northern states that border with the United States are among the most indebted.
All six border states consistently score in the top 10 in our two different public debt
sustainability measures.
Table 2.1 presents average total debt for 1993–2016 and the evolution of
public debt for our two measures of sustainability at two points in time: 2006 and
2016. Between 2006 and 2016, both measures of debt sustainability more than
doubled. The average debt-to-GDP ratio rose from 1.2% to 2.6% of GDP, whereas
the debt to guaranteed resources ratio went from 24.4% to 48.9%. The 2016 debtto-guaranteed ratio was highest in Coahuila, Chihuahua, and Quintana Roo and
lowest in Tlaxcala, Queretaro, and Campeche. Chiapas, Chihuahua, and Quintana
Roo showed the highest debt-to-GDP ratios, whereas Queretaro, Campeche, and
Tlaxcala had the lowest.

4

Mexico's federal fiscal system follows a revenue-sharing mechanism. Participaciones are non-earmarked
transfers that can be used for general spending purposes, including the repayment of public debt. For a full
description of earmarked and non-earmarked transfers (aportaciones) in Mexico, see Abbott, et al. (2017).
5
Because of vertical imbalances, a state's GDP is not correlated either to its own revenues or to its nonearmarked transfers. Hence, guaranteed resources are used to measure solvency.
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Figure 2.1 Subnational debt levels as a percentage of guaranteed resources

2.5 The model and testable predictions
2.5.1 The Empirical Model
This chapter's empirical model derives from the present value constraint framework
(Bohn, 2008; Taylor et al., 2012; Wickens, 2012). In the model, capital letters
correspond to nominal values and lowercase letters to real ones. The model's
starting point is the government budget constraint:
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"! + (1 + &" )(!#$ = *! +! + Δ-! + (!

(2.1)

Where "! is total government expenditures, (! is debt issued in period t, &! is the
nominal interest rate, -! is the money supply, *! is the price level, and +! is nominal
tax revenue.6
Dividing Equation (2.1) by nominal GDP (/! = *! 0! ) and solving for the primary fiscal
balance, 1! = (! − (1 + &" )(!#$ , the resulting reduced form is simply:

%!
&!

$()!

Where 1 + !! = ($(+

! )($(-! )

%

'

= (1 + !! ) &!"# + &!
!"#

!

(2.2)

, 3! is the inflation rate, and 4! is real GDP growth. The

resulting expression is a first-order difference equation, in which the current debt-toGDP ratio depends on the debt-to-GDP ratio of the previous period, the current
primary deficit-to-GDP ratio, and the long-term stability parameter !! .
Assuming a constant nominal interest rate, inflation, and real GDP growth and
using a backward solution, it can be shown whenever !! < 0, the debt-to-GDP ratio
converges to a long-term finite level and is sustainable. Meanwhile, when !! > 0, the
debt-to-GDP ratio goes to infinity, and the government's long-term fiscal position is
unsustainable. In a time series, empirical framework, this conclusion is also
consistent with observing a unit root. Here it must be noticed that the long-term
stability parameter !! captures the sustainability across all subnational governments.
Thus, !! must be interpreted as a global sustainability measurement rather than an
individual indicator.

6
Without loss of generality, we can exclude money supply from our model (Δ"! = 0), provided that SNGs
cannot print money.
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Departing from Equation (2.2), the empirical specification we estimate while
employing panel data methods is
%$!
&$!

%

'

= 8. + 9! + : &$!"# + ; &$! + <Γ + >.!
$!"#

$!

(2.3)

Where 8. and 9! are fixed and time effects, respectively. According to
Equation (2.2), coefficient ; is equal to unity. However, this might change in an
empirical setup (Ghosh et al., 2013). Also, in Equation (2.3), X is a vector of
additional control variables that affects public debt accumulation. Several control
variables have been explored in the literature as important determinants of long-term
debt accumulation. For instance, Ghosh et al. (2013) and Bohn (1998, 2008) employ
the output gap and the government expenditure gap as control variables, along with
other additional controls such as oil prices, trade openness, inflation, and a proxy of
political stability. Since we explicitly incorporate some of those determinants from
the literature as part of our measurement of sustainability (e.g., GDP, federal
transfers, non-earmarked transfers from central governments, and prices), our
model focuses instead on testing the impact of two other important factors that
presumably influenced the accumulation of public debt in Mexican states: the 200809 financial crisis and the political affinities of the local congresses and state
governors.7
As discussed earlier, the financial crisis played a vital role in the accumulation
of global public debt, not just in industrial and emerging economies but also in their
subnational political entities' debt. We introduce a dummy variable (crisis) that takes
the value of one for 2009 and zero for any other year to control this effect. In addition
to this crisis dummy, we also introduce another dummy to control the effect of the
1995 domestic economic crisis.
As reviewed earlier, Mexican states increased their level of debt during the

7

Benton and Smith (2017) included this variable at the municipal level.
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financial crisis and well afterward. Several factors may explain this. First, due to the
quantitative easing in the US, interest rates plummeted sharply, and this movement
is generally transmitted to Mexico (Iacoviello and Navarro, 2019). Hence, states
faced lower interest rates. Second, given that state revenues are highly procyclical,
they faced liquidity problems during the financial crisis, so they were prone to acquire
greater debt levels. In short, the macro environment is always present when
analyzing the fiscal sustainability of SNGs.
In general, SNGs cannot effectively absorb macroeconomic shocks as they
do not have sound fiscal instruments. On the one hand, they have virtually no
powerful taxes to levy and absorb the macro shock.8 On the other hand, they can
only contract debt in national currency as, by law, states and municipalities cannot
borrow from abroad. In this sense, a macro shock hits them harder than the federal
government. Therefore, including the dummy variable in the analysis is important.
In Mexico, local congressional approval is required to acquire additional statelevel public debt. Therefore, a Governor with a partisan majority in the provincial
congress has better chances of getting approval to increase debt. We take care of
this by introducing a dummy variable for a political affinity effect that takes the values
of one whenever a Governor has a partisan majority (50% +1) in the local congress
and zero otherwise. We hypothesize that both the financial crisis and political affinity
between a congressional majority and a government make the accumulation of
public debt more likely.
Equation (2.3) is estimated using System Generalized Method of the
Moments (SGMM) techniques. Alternatively, Blundell and Bond (1998) propose
using SGMM to estimate a system of equations employing lagged differences as
well as lags of endogenous variables as instruments. This produces more robust
estimations when autoregressive processes become persistent. According to the
Arellano–Bond (AB(2)) test, GMM estimators are consistent if no second-order

8

States have limited tax instruments: tourism, payroll, and vehicle property taxes. These are not powerful in
terms of the tax collection as compared to personal, corporate, and value-added taxes. Hence, they are too
weak to be used as instruments to absorb macro shocks.
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autocorrelation exists in the residuals and if the instruments employed are valid
according to Hansen's J-test. Finally, to double-check that the model is correctly
specified, following Roodman (2009) the number of instruments and observations is
reported. To avoid problems of overidentification, the number of instruments must
not outnumber observations in the sample.
Also, instead of relying on only one measure of sustainability in the form of
public debt-to-GDP ratio (which might not be the most appropriate measure to judge
subnational finances), we employ an alternative measure: the debt to guaranteed
resources (local revenue plus non-earmarked federal transfers) ratio. Rating
agencies prefer this measurement because state GDP is not correlated with these
two sources as vertical imbalances. Of course, the nature of coefficient !! changes
when the real GDP (0! ) is replaced in Equation (2.3) by the sum of non-earmarked
federal transfers plus the states' own revenue. Nevertheless, Equation (2.2) is still
interpreted as a first-order difference equation whose stability depends on !! . Hence,
we analyze sustainability using these alternative measures when GDP is in the
denominator.

2.5.2 Testable predictions
Looking first at the full sample of Mexican states, we explore the following testable
predictions:
1) The fiscal position of the Mexican states is unsustainable.
2) Political affinity, in the form of a congressional majority and a governor of
the same political party, causes higher debt in states.
3) The global financial crisis had a significant impact on public debt
accumulation in recent years.

When segregating states according to different criteria, such as economic
growth, openness to capital flows, and size, we expect that
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4) Less dynamic states with lower economic growth, lower (own) revenue, and
a smaller provision of central government transfers require more public debt
relative to more dynamic states.
5) States that are more open to capital flows and more exposed to shocks and
uncertainty require larger governments. Therefore, they accumulate more
debt relative to less open states.
6) Larger states, with better economies of scale in the provision of public
goods, require smaller governments and therefore accumulate less debt
than smaller states.

Finally, when testing the sustainability of public debt over time,
7) For both public debt measures, we expect to observe a deterioration in SNG
stances, particularly in the years following the financial crisis.
In what follows, these seven predictions are empirically tested.
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Table 2.1 States’ debt measurements evolution
1993–2016
State

Average
Total Debt
(millions of
pesos)

Aguascalientes
Baja California
Baja California Sur
Campeche
Chiapas
Chihuahua
Coahuila
Colima
Distrito Federal
Durango
Guanajuato
Guerrero
Hidalgo
Jalisco
Mexico
Michoacan
Morelos
Nayarit
Nuevo Leon
Oaxaca
Puebla
Queretaro
Quintana Roo
San Luis Potosi
Sinaloa
Sonora
Tabasco
Tamaulipas
Tlaxcala
Veracruz
Yucatan
Zacatecas
Total
Average
Source: Authors elaboration.

1,443
6,080
1,041
440
6,455
12,745
9,926
1,056
38,262
2,700
3,273
2,065
2,088
11,693
27,787
5,997
1,443
1,944
22,118
3,341
4,008
1,520
5,954
2,374
3,851
9,475
1,814
4,096
40
12,862
1,079
1,791
210,759

1996

2006

2016

Contribution
to national
GDP
(%)

DebttoGDP
(%)

Debt to
guaranteed
Resources
(%)

Contribution
to national
GDP
(%)

DebttoGDP
(%)

Debt to
guaranteed
Resources
(%)

Contribution
to national
GDP
(%)

DebttoGDP
(%)

Debt to
guaranteed
resources
(%)

0.64
2.28
0.66
0.97
2.04
5.71
2.10
0.55
13.89
1.14
0.87
1.85
0.03
7.28
25.17
0.47
0.46
0.33
10.27
0.36
0.58
1.91
1.39
1.02
3.15
11.43
0.77
0.68
0.00
0.49
0.60
0.88
100

1.31
1.67
2.85
1.75
2.75
3.13
1.40
2.39
1.44
1.96
0.56
2.55
0.05
2.63
5.66
0.48
0.81
1.39
3.60
0.53
0.39
2.71
2.65
1.34
3.48
9.53
1.42
0.53
0.00
0.24
1.11
2.49

39.64
17.04
75.78
43.10
28.76
72.68
48.53
30.22
28.27
50.29
16.05
50.88
0.54
71.30
100.35
11.31
14.36
24.60
61.21
2.17
9.77
78.09
76.62
35.84
78.25
240.53
11.12
16.15
0.00
4.32
23.86
47.30

0.60
2.85
0.40
0.00
0.55
4.31
0.26
0.56
27.54
1.67
1.23
1.44
1.53
5.52
19.97
1.76
0.46
0.34
10.44
0.94
2.10
1.07
1.17
1.69
2.64
3.90
0.40
0.49
0.11
3.44
0.46
0.13
100

0.91
1.26
0.91
0.00
0.47
2.16
0.12
1.66
2.44
2.35
0.55
1.59
1.65
1.35
3.82
1.25
0.58
0.82
2.28
0.88
1.03
0.91
1.36
1.41
2.03
1.98
0.21
0.22
0.32
1.12
0.55
0.26

21.25
37.87
18.28
0.00
5.81
45.54
4.07
29.29
53.79
51.20
12.58
23.46
33.53
30.24
49.51
22.48
12.52
12.71
69.98
15.01
20.63
24.70
29.32
32.50
37.64
37.76
3.83
6.00
3.94
20.27
10.69
4.34

0.52
3.03
0.35
0.21
3.97
9.52
7.08
0.59
14.33
1.34
1.16
0.41
1.17
3.45
7.15
4.05
0.74
1.07
11.83
2.27
1.10
0.20
3.77
0.76
1.07
4.75
0.82
2.29
0.00
8.89
0.49
1.59
100

1.05
2.47
1.16
0.26
6.39
7.61
5.29
2.65
2.31
2.94
0.75
0.79
2.04
1.32
2.19
4.51
1.75
4.07
4.41
4.07
0.89
0.24
6.41
0.97
1.28
3.75
0.96
2.12
0.00
5.17
0.91
4.45

22.86
57.76
24.78
10.64
59.42
150.81
153.34
48.59
42.01
58.80
13.19
10.64
37.72
31.73
21.46
77.20
27.85
66.42
100.10
52.49
14.43
6.20
127.71
20.29
25.96
56.29
16.11
45.54
0.00
103.42
16.16
62.57

2.02

44.03

1.20

24.40

2.66

48.83
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Table 2.2 States’ SGMM Estimations
Debt-to-GDP
Variables

Full
sample

Debt-to-guaranteed revenue

1993–2000 2001–2008 2009–2016

Full
sample

1993–2000 2001–2008 2009–2016

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

0.903***
(0.027)
0.302***
(0.113)
0
(0.001)
−0.003
(0.003)
0.004***
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)

0.775***
(0.059)
0.126
(0.133)
0.002
(0.002)
0
(0.002)

0.847***
(0.069)
0.512***
(0.083)
0
(0.001)

0.905***
(0.021)
0.410***
(0.105)
0.001
(0.001)

0.816***
(0.055)
0.074
(0.178)
0.033
(0.033)
0.064
(0.055)

0.778***
(0.089)
0.259***
(0.1)
−0.014
(0.014)

0.957***
(0.038)
−0.174
(0.134)
−0.006
(0.019)

0.001
(0.003)

0.001
(0.001)

(0.001)
0.003***
(0.001)
0.000
(0.001)

0.893***
(0.039)
0.013
(0.087)
−0.026**
(0.013)
0.08
(0.067)
0.063***
(0.019)
0.059***
(0.019)

−0.001
(0.038)

0.055**
(0.025)

(0.034)
0.04
(0.034)
0.047
(0.036)

Implicit !

−0.097

−0.225

−0.153

−0.095

−0.107

−0.184

−0.222

−0.043

Number of observations
Number of instruments
AB(1)
AB(1) p-value
AB(2)
AB(2) p-value
Hansen test
Hansen test p-value

736
70
−3.503
[0.000]
−0.487
[0.626]
28.27
[1.000]

224
21
−2.139
[0.032]
−0.835
[0.404]
26.506
[0.033]

256
27
−2.484
[0.013]
0.301
[0.763]
26.633
[0.226]

256
28
−3.002
[0.003]
1.567
[0.117]
27.696
[0.228]

736
70
−3.124
[0.002]
−0.156
[0.876]
29.739
[1.000]

224
21
−2.352
[0.019]
−0.879
[0.380]
18.792
[0.223]

256
27
−2.793
[0.005]
1.462
[0.144]
18.638
[0.668]

256
28
−2.695
[0.007]
0.596
[0.551]
24.628
[0.370]

Lagged debt
Primary deficit
Political affinity
1995 crisis dummy
2009 crisis dummy
Constant

Notes: Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. The Hansen test reports that under the null, the overidentified restrictions are
valid. Hansen test p-values shown in brackets.
AB (1) and AB(2) correspond to the Arellano–Bond test for serial correlation, under the null of no autocorrelation. p-values shown in brackets.
The symbols *, **, and *** refer to levels of significance of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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Table 2.3 States' partitioned sample
Economic Growth
Dependent variable:
debt to guaranteed
revenue

Variables

High GDP
growth

Low GDP
growth

2001– 2009–
2008 2016

2001– 2009–
2008 2016

(1)

Lagged debt
Primary deficit
Political affinity
Financial crisis
Constant
Implicit !
Number of obs.
Number of
instruments
AB(1)
AB(1) p-value
AB(2)
AB(2) p-value
Hansen test
Hansen test
p-value

Openness

(2)

0.321
(1.891)
0.104
(0.235)
0.016
(0.021)

0.803***
(0.082)
−0.474
(0.377)
−0.027
(0.033)
0.096**
(0.039)
0.150 0.140*
(0.447) (0.084)
−0.679 −0.197

(3)

(4)

0.897*** 1.053***
(0.105) (0.034)
0.392 −0.199
(0.251) (0.124)
−0.04*** −0.03***
(0.012) (0.013)
0.078***
(0.029)
0.043 0.055*
(0.030) (0.031)

High FDI

Size
Low FDI

High density

Low density

2001–
2008

2009–
2016

2001–
2008

2009–
2016

2001–
2008

2009–
2016

2001–
2008

2009–
2016

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

0.748***
(0.058)
0.139
(0.134)
−0.027
(0.037)

0.876*** 0.964***
(0.120)
(0.089)
0.284
−0.082
(0.200)
(0.268)
0.010
−0.038**
(0.021)
(0.019)
0.040
(0.027)
0.015
0.061
(0.024)
(0.055)

0.806***
(0.112)
0.380***
(0.146)
−0.006
(0.011)

0.041
(0.031)

0.916***
(0.161)
−0.534
(0.429)
−0.056**
(0.027)
0.090**
(0.043)
0.117
(0.109)

0.625***
(0.130)
0.005
(0.098)
0.011
(0.032)

0.087**
(0.044)

1.001***
(0.076)
−0.520**
(0.264)
−0.001
(0.020)
0.098**
(0.049)
0.071
(0.075)

0.08
(0.050)

1.015***
(0.057)
−0.300
(0.211)
0.002
(0.025)
0.081
(0.049)
0.054
(0.055)

−0.103

0.053

−0.252

0.001

−0.124

−0.036

−0.194

−0.084

−0.375

0.015

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

6

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

6

7

−2.218
[0.027]
0.42
[0.675]
1.779
[0.182]

−1.89
[0.059]
−0.123
[0.902]
0.975
[0.614]

−1.734
[0.083]
1.287
[0.198]
2.834
[0.092]

−2.119
[0.034]
−0.523
[0.601]
0.697
[0.706]

−2.448
[0.014]
0.597
[0.551]
0.839
[0.360]

−1.742
[0.081]
1.465
[0.143]
3.628
[0.163]

−2.250
[0.024]
0.745
[0.456]
1.668
[0.196]

−1.960
[0.050]
0.755
[0.450]
2.917
[0.233]

−2.093
[0.036]
−0.443
[0.657]
0.038
[0.846]

−1.463
[0.143]
1.02
[0.308]
3.327
[0.189]

−0.251 −2.03
[0.802] [0.042]
0.733 1.394
[0.463] [0.163]
4.317 3.576
[0.038] [0.167]

Notes: Heteroskedasticity robust standard errors are shown in parentheses. The Hansen test reports that under the null, the overidentified restrictions are valid. Hansen test pvalues shown in brackets.
AB (1) and AB(2) correspond to the Arellano–Bond test for serial correlation, under the null of no autocorrelation. p-values shown in brackets.
The symbols *, **, and *** refer to levels of significance of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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2.6 Empirical Results
In this section, Equation (2.3) is tested empirically. The departing point is checking
the stationarity of the series as a first approach to assess fiscal sustainability. The
Levin–Lin–Chu and Im–Pesan–Chin panel unit root test results for our model's main
variables, public debt, and primary deficit ratios, both as proportion of GDP and
guaranteed resources. The results from the two tests suggest that our series are
stationary, which implies that government budget constraints hold in the long term
as deficits revert toward their zero means over time.
After the stationarity test, we estimated the main empirical model including
controls for the global financial crisis and political affinities between the majority in
the state congresses and the governor. Finally, we also revisit the results' robustness
by splitting the states' sample according to economic characteristics and assessing
the evolution of the states' fiscal position over time.

2.6.1 Main findings
Table 2.2 describes the estimation of Equation (2.3), employing SGMM and our two
measures of public debt sustainability: debt-to-GDP and debt-to-guaranteedresources. We estimate the model for the full 1993 to 2016 sample as well and 8year subsamples: 1993–2000, 2001–2008, and 2009–2016. We construct these
subdivisions to account for legislative changes that allowed states to securitize their
debt in 2001 and to consider post-financial crisis effects, which Mexico felt more
significantly in 2009.
Columns (1) to (4) in Table 2.2 employ the debt-to-GDP ratio to assess
sustainability. We observe that all coefficients for the lagged debt ratio are smaller
than unity, implying a negative implicit ρ coefficient. For the full sample, we observe
an implicit ρ of −0.097, which indicates a sustainable debt level. However, splitting
the full sample into the three 8-year subperiods mentioned above shows that debt
sustainability has decreased over time. Between 1993–2000 and 2009–2016, we
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observe an uninterrupted increment in the implicit ρ coefficient (moving from −0.225
in the first period to −0.153 in the second and −0.095 in the third), suggesting a
worsening of the states' fiscal position. A similar situation is indicated in Columns (5)
to (8) in Table 2.2, where sustainability is assessed based on the debt to guaranteed
resources ratio. We again notice that all coefficients for the lagged debt ratio are
smaller than unity, and the implicit ρ coefficient for the full sample remains negative
(−0.107). This time, however, we do not observe a clear trend for the ρ coefficient.
Between the first and second periods, the ρ coefficient decreased (from −0.184 to
−0.222), suggesting that the states' fiscal situation strengthened. However, between
the second and third periods, the coefficient increases steeply (to −0.043), implying
a deterioration of the state governments' finances.
Overall, for both fiscal sustainability measures, the estimations in Table 2.2
suggest a weaker fiscal position in 2009–2016 relative to 2001–2008. However, in
contrast to what we expected in our first prediction, the evidence suggests that some
states' financial position was sustainable. Regarding the political affinity dummy, we
do not observe a significant coefficient for any regression in Table 2.2 except for
column (6). We find a positive and somewhat significant coefficient at the 10% level
for the debt-to-guaranteed-resources ratio in the 1993–2000 subsample.9 This
contradicts our second prediction, suggesting that the state governor's political
affinities and the local congress's majority imply higher debt accumulation across
states.
For the financial crisis dummy, we observe statistically significant, positive
coefficients across both full sample estimates in columns (1) and (5). These results
are consistent with our third prediction. We also observe that the financial crisis
dummy has a statistically significant and positive coefficient in the 2009–2016
sample for the debt-to-GDP ratio but not for the debt-to-guaranteed-resources

9
To capture the influence of political factors on debt accumulation other methods were attempted, such as
employing the Laakso–Taagepera, an index of political diversity, dummy variables for swing states, and the
voting difference between political parties in the first and second places in the previous election. However,
none of these specifications were statistically significant.
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ratio.10 Regarding the dummy variable that controls the effect of the 1995 domestic
economic crisis, this event was not relevant for any reported regressions. Finally, as
in Ghosh et al. (2013), the primary deficit does not show a one-to-one relationship
and is strongly significant, except during the 1993–2000 period. Presumably, the
primary deficit's insignificant impact on debt in the 1993 to 2000 period might have
been caused by the federal government's bailouts following the Mexican peso's 1994
devaluation.

2.6.2 Robustness across sample characteristics
To assess the robustness of the results presented in Table 2.3 and further explore
the influence of the financial crisis and political affinity on debt accumulation and
sustainability, we carry out two exercises. First, we perform sample partitions based
on three criteria: the states' economic performance, degree of openness, and size.
We measure economic performance based on the states' per-capita GDP growth
rate, openness employing FDI flows to each state's GDP, and size is measured by
the states' population density per square meter. In these three cases, the partition
was made using a median criterion. Following this standard, the resulting partitions
generate two subsamples of 16 Mexican states each. In all three cases, we employ
the debt to guaranteed resources ratio as the dependent variable.
The second robustness assessment employs rolling windows to observe the
evolution of our two sustainability measures over time. We perform this assessment
by estimating the empirical model in Equation (2.3) over 10-year windows, starting
with the 1993–2002 sample period and ending with 2007–2016.
Economic Growth. Presumably, states with different GDP growth rates also might

10
Nevertheless, recognizing the importance of this matter, the model was re-estimated without the global
financial crisis dummy variable. Also, to compare and evaluate the full effect of the crisis on the proposed
sustainability parameter (rho), the sample was partitioned into three different periods: 1993-2000, 2001-2008,
and 2009-2016. The partitions are politically relevant, considering the Mexican Executive’s vast discretionary
power to influence debt policies at the federal and subnational levels. For all periods, including the whole
sample, a negative rho was obtained, signaling a sustainable debt.
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have different patterns of debt accumulation. More dynamic states might be better
positioned to increase their own revenue sources and, because of their larger
contribution to federal tax revenue, might also obtain more federal transfers. This
makes it less likely for them to increase public debt. Hence, less dynamic states are
left with two options: they spend less or increase their debt levels.
In Table 2.3, columns (1) to (4), the sample was split by states with high and
low GDP per-capita growth and again examined two periods before and after the
2008 financial crisis (2001–2008 and 2009–2016). Regarding the lagged public debt
coefficient, states with low economic growth rates, unlike those with high growth,
show an unsustainable fiscal position during the post-crisis period (r > 0). This result
is consistent with our fourth prediction that less dynamic states with limited revenue
sources have to substantially increase their public debt following the global financial
crisis.
Openness. Rodrik (1998) suggested that external shocks in open economies cause
higher uncertainty and volatility. If so, smaller states would require larger
governments to protect them from volatility and uncertainty. Mexican states with
more open capital flows would be more affected by external shocks and require more
government spending, leading to higher public debt levels. In Table 2.3, columns (5)
to (8), openness is measured using average flows of FDI to GDP receipts by Mexican
states.11 We split the sample between states that receive high and low levels of FDI.
Looking at pre- and post-financial crisis estimates for both 2001–2008 and
2009–2016, notice that the fiscal position of both high- and low-FDI recipients
deteriorated. However, more open states followed a non-sustainable fiscal stance
after the 2008 financial crisis (r > 0). These results suggest that states more open
to capital flows (i.e., those exposed to higher volatility) might also need to
accumulate higher public debt levels. This result is consistent with the fifth
hypothesis. Presumably, this happens because these states suffered greater
11

We prefer FDI to the typical measure of trade openness because the latter is a federal decision not taken by
SNGs. Then, once a national government decides to open up the economy, states start competing to attract
FDI. This measure depends entirely on SNGs.
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economic and financial harm after the global financial crisis.
Size. The idea that larger economies have smaller governments is well documented
in the literature (Cameron, 1978; Alesina and Wacziarg, 1998). Presumably,
because of economies of scale, the larger the economy, the lower its per-capita
government expenditures. Consequently, small economies need more government
spending. Following Alesina and Wacziarg's (1998) arguments, larger states are
better positioned to attain economies of scale in providing public goods. For
instance, states with a higher population density might require fewer public
expenditures to supply public infrastructure. Hence, larger states might need less
public debt than smaller states to satisfy their expenditure needs. Columns (9) to
(12) in Table 2.3 present the results of the estimations for high- and low-population
density states over the two subsample periods. Looking first at the high-density
states, a deteriorating fiscal position from pre- to post-financial crisis periods is
noticeable. Although this trend is also observed across lower-density states, no
deterioration but a non-sustainable fiscal situation during the post-financial crisis
period for this group of states. This result is consistent with the prediction that small
states, which are less capable of generating economies of scale, are more likely to
accumulate debt in the presence of greater uncertainty and volatility.
2.6.3 Robustness across time
We examine how public debt sustainability changes over time over fifteen ten-year
rolling windows. We start with the 1993–2002 sample period and finish with 2007–
2016, using the debt to guaranteed resources ratio as the dependent variable. The
results of these estimations are shown in Figure 2.2. In these regressions, we
observe how the lagged dependent variable is statistically significant at the 1% level
in every regression. Except for three of the last five windows, starting in the 2003–
2012 period (window), we observe r coefficients consistent with a sustainable fiscal
position across Mexican states. Whenever significant, the primary deficit shows a
positive expected sign. The political affinity variable, which controls for the
coincidence between the party of the governor and the majority of the local congress,
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is never statistically significant. Finally, when relevant for the period analyzed, the
dummy that captures the financial crisis's effect presents a positive expected sign
and is statistically significant at the 5% level, at least.
To review public debt sustainability in more detail, Figure 2.2 plots the r
parameters calculated from the lagged dependent coefficients. Figure 2.2 provides
a more rigorous assessment of debt sustainability when using the debt to guaranteed
resources ratio. As mentioned above, starting in 2012, three of the 15 regressions
present positive coefficients (i.e., r > 0), consistent with an unsustainable fiscal
situation for Mexican states. Again, the argument is that the states' debt
accumulations caused this deterioration after the global financial crisis. In terms of
the debt-to-GDP ratio, a deterioration in the states' fiscal position starting in 2012 is
noticeable, this less rigorous indicator does not suggest that the states' fiscal position
was unsustainable over the sample period. Hence, only the public debt to
guaranteed resources ratio provides evidence consistent with the hypothesis that
fiscal sustainability declined after the global financial crisis.

Figure 2.2 Sustainability indicator (r) evolution
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2.7 Conclusions
Over the last couple of decades, Mexican states saw their public debt levels rise
substantially. Departing from the present value constraint, in this dissertation
chapter, we propose an alternative intuitive way of assessing fiscal sustainability at
the subnational level. Initially, panel unit root tests provide evidence that our series
of primary deficit and debt ratios are stationary, which suggests that Mexican states
maintained a sustainable fiscal position. In contrast, when employing SGMM panel
data methods, which can handle endogeneity, our estimations indicate that Mexican
states' fiscal situation deteriorated in recent years. Measuring debt sustainability as
a ratio of debt to guaranteed resources (non-earmarked federal transfers plus own
resources) indicates that the fiscal policy of Mexican SNGs is already unsustainable.
We also examine the global financial crisis's role and the political affinity
between the states' congressional majorities and their governors in public debt
accumulation but find no significant causal effect. However, we observe that the
2008-09 financial crisis had a very significant effect on public debt accumulation.
This was expected because states that relied on transfers received fewer resources
after the recession and had to acquire additional debt to finance their expenditures.
Finally, when we split our sample to assess the sustainability of debt in states
with different levels of economic growth, financial openness, and size, we find that
the fiscal situations of smaller, more open, and less dynamic states were most
severely compromised, particularly following the 2008-09 global financial crisis. By
assessing the evolution of public debt over different periods, we document that this
fiscal deterioration began the year after the global financial crisis. Despite this, some
reversal seems to be taking place in the most recent years of the sample.
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CHAPTER 3
THE SUSTAINABILITY OF MEXICAN MUNICIPAL DEBT

3.1 Introduction
The increasing relevance of subnational government finances has become a global
trend. Canuto and Liu (2010) observed that this growing importance has been driven
by accelerated urbanization, increasing fiscal decentralization, and debt market
expansion in developing countries. Mexico has been experiencing these phenomena
during the last two decades. Regarding urbanization, Kim and Zangerling (2016)
highlight Mexican cities’ rapid growth outside the capital. The authors indicate that
large Mexican cities have experienced an average annual population growth of 4.9%
between 1990 and 2010, whereas the national average was 1.6%.12 Urban
expansion outside the country’s capital has increased the political pressure to
decentralize federal government finances.
Recurring financial crises have been another factor driving Mexico toward
decentralization. After the mid-1990s financial crisis in Mexico, the federal
government began to decentralize subnational finances. One of the most significant
decentralization policies granted local governments increased capacity to participate
in the emergent short and long-term debt markets. This increasing financial
decentralization developed the subnational debt market. However, the policy
resulted in a widespread increase in subnational indebtedness at present. The
municipalities’ total debt has increased by 77 percent in real terms since 2007,
whereas the debt of the states has increased by 119 percent since 2003. However,
the growth of the subnational debt in Mexico has been characterized by its
heterogeneity. Certain entities maintained a healthy debt level, whereas others have

12
Kim and Zangerling (2016) categorize large cities as those with populations above 1 million in 2010,
excluding the country’s capital that agglomerates 26% of its urban population.
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raised their indebtedness to alarming levels.
Debt level increases do not necessarily represent a threat to public finances,
unless it becomes unsustainable, i.e., when the costs of debt represent an excessive
burden on public finances (Balassone and Franco, 2000). A sustainable
indebtedness path must be differentiated from a non-sustainable one to identify the
risks of high debt levels. Accordingly, economists have focused their studies on
public debt sustainability since the 19th century. The subject has been intensely
debated and analyzed through multiple methods (Paparas et al., 2015). This
methodological debate continues because a consensus has not been reached about
the definition of sustainability (Neck and Sturm, 2008) and the conditions for its
definition (Aspromourgos, et al., 2010).
The existing literature presents two main methods for assessing public debt
sustainability: the traditional method for unit root testing (Hamilton and Flavin, 1986;
Trehan and Walsh, 1988; Hakkio and Rush, 1991) and Bohn’s budget constraint
model (1998). Bohn’s model has gained popularity due to its flexibility and statistical
properties. However, Cabral et al. (2021) have recently derived a sustainability
indicator based on a balanced budget constraint that provides an intuitive
interpretation of sustainability. In this chapter, we will use this indicator to assess
debt sustainability.
Public debt sustainability conditions regained relevance in academic literature
after the 2008-09 financial crisis. Subsequently, several studies have focused on
debt sustainability at the national level (Beqiraj et al., 2018; Fincke and Greiner,
2012). However, Canuto and Liu (2010) noted the growing importance of subnational
debt and the need to assess its sustainability. Accordingly, many studies began to
investigate subnational debt sustainability at the state level (see, for instance, Daude
and De la Maisonneuve, 2016; Potrafke and Reischmann, 2015; Renjith and
Shanmugam, 2018) and municipal level (Buettner and Wildasin, 2006; Ciccarone et
al., 2017).
In Mexico’s case, we found public debt sustainability studies only at the
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national (Kalyoncu, 2005) and state levels (Cabral et al., 2021). Multiple works
analyze public debt determinants at the municipal level (Smith and Benton, 2017).
However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies previously assessed Mexico’s
debt sustainability at the municipal level. Hence, this dissertation chapter is the first
to present a formal assessment of municipal debt sustainability using econometric
methods. We propose an extension of Cabral et al.’s (2021) work on Mexico’s
municipalities. We use dynamic data panel techniques (system generalized method
of moments [SGMM]) to evaluate the sustainability of 110 most indebted Mexican
municipalities. Then, we explore the impact of financial shocks on debt sustainability.
These financial shocks hit Mexico and other emerging market economies’
subnational governments, following the recent COVID-19 pandemic.
Local (municipal) governments’ fiscal sustainability is an important topic that
has not been adequately studied. This topic requires considerable attention as
economies, particularly emerging markets, become increasingly exposed to foreign
shock influence. Our assessment results indicate that the municipalities’ debt has
remained sustainable despite the recent global financial crisis’s adverse effects.
However, we notice that the sustainability indicator has been deteriorating over time.
Multiple robustness tests through regional, temporal, and measurement differences
confirm that our results remain reliable across several specifications. Furthermore,
our Monte Carlo simulation results suggest that extreme financial shocks, such as
those caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, reduce long-term sustainability.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 summarizes the
Mexican subnational debt and reviews the sustainability literature. Section 3.3
describes the data and methods used. Section 3.4 analyzes the estimation results.
Lastly, Section 3.5 discusses the results and presents the conclusions.
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3.2 Literature Review
3.2.1 Institutional Background
Mexico is a federation comprising 32 sovereign states, each of which constitutes
municipalities as the most fundamental political and administrative units. The country
has 2,477 municipalities with limited fiscal sovereignty. Historically, Mexico has
maintained a highly centralized tax collection system in which the central
government used to collect nearly 95% of the country’s total taxes (Hurtado and
Zamarripa, 2013).
Fiscal centralization has led subnational governments to highly depend on
federal transfers. This dependency has reduced local governments’ efforts to collect
their tax revenue and has increased the moral hazards of bailouts due to bankruptcy
(Hernández-Trillo et al., 2002). These circumstances have exposed subnational
governments to financial shocks as the 1995 domestic crisis demonstrated. Several
subnational governments were financially exposed and suffered bankruptcy during
this crisis. As a result, the federal government bailed out several states through
extraordinary transfers and debt restructuring support (Giugale et al., 2000).
The 1995 Mexican financial crisis was caused by the central government’s
macroeconomic mismanagement, including its public debt balance. Nevertheless,
the central government learned to improve its fiscal position and debt management.
Since 1998, the central government’s primary deficit has been close to balance and
its public debt-to-GDP ratio has remained low. Moreover, the federal government
promoted new legislation in subnational entities to decentralize the tax revenue and
prevent future bailouts.
In 1997, a new subnational fiscal regulatory framework was introduced to
reduce federal transfers’ discretion in differentiating conditional (aportaciones) from
the non-conditional (participaciones) resources. The new regulation allowed
subnational governments to collateralize non-conditional transfers to obtain
financing. The reform also aimed to increase debt market transparency by requiring
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at least one of the federal government-approved rating agencies (i.e., HR Ratings,
Fitch Ratings, Moody’s, and Standard & Poor’s) has evaluated the local
government’s debt issuance. However, these efforts have not reduced the tax
revenue centralization. On average, approximately 85% of state and municipality
revenues still depend on federal transfers, whereas nearly 8.4% are local
government revenues (Abbott et al., 2017). Furthermore, the reform allowed the
subnational governments to borrow from development and commercial banks under
market conditions (Giugale et al., 2000). Consequently, subnational debt increased
rapidly since 2003, by 119% and 77% for states and municipalities’ total debt,
respectively.
Extant literature has identified two causes of the increase in subnational debt,
which are related to the 1997 fiscal reform deficiencies (Astudillo et al., 2017;
Hurtado and Zamarripa, 2013). First, the reform lacked normative mechanisms that
granted discretionary powers to entities to define and delimit debt levels.
Furthermore, the legislation lacked standardized accounting criteria for entities. As
a result, each government exercised accounting discretion, resulting in the difficult
determination of the real indebtedness level.13 The reform also delegated power to
local legislation to establish explicit limits to debt levels. Astudillo et al.’s (2017)
analysis of the legislation reveals that less than half of the local legislatures
established explicit limits for state and municipal indebtedness in two decades.
Second, the reform lacked monitoring mechanisms. The new legislation required
entities to register loans to the central fiscal authority and periodically publish the
debit balances. However, no mechanisms were developed to track loan balance
across time. In addition, penalties for non-compliance with regulations were not
established. The responsibility for monitoring and evaluating subnational debt was
indirectly delegated to the rating agencies. However, the rating agencies had
difficulty determining the real indebtedness level and subnational governments’
borrowing capacity, probably due to regulatory deficiencies. Evidence also suggests

13
For example, short-term liabilities (payments to suppliers and short-term loans) were not considered as
public debt in certain local legislatures.
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that the rating agencies in Mexico were influenced not only by financial factors but
also by political considerations (Hernández-Trillo and Smith-Ramírez, 2009).
The 2008–09 global financial crisis was another factor that contributed to the
increase in subnational public debt. The crisis was characterized by decreased oil
prices, restrictive credit market, low investment levels, and low to negative economic
growth. These circumstances impacted subnational government tax revenues and,
therefore, the capacity to pay debt service. This condition resulted in an increase in
debt balances. However, the impact of the global crisis was much lower than that of
the 1995 domestic crisis. Revilla (2013) attributed the lessened impact of the crisis
on the Mexican subnational government finances to three factors. First, a decade of
fiscal and monetary discipline allowed the federal government to maneuver during
the crisis. Second, the central fiscal authority’s prevision through rainy day funds and
oil hedges during the years of oil revenue bonanza flattened the decline in federal
transfers during the crisis. Third, by law, the subnational debt is denominated in the
local currency, thus avoiding currency depreciation impacts. Subnational
government finances may have collapsed without these three factors.
The central government’s timely intervention prevented the collapse of
subnational government finances but not the increase in debt balances. Figure 3.1
reveals that total state and municipal subnational public debt increased sharply after
the 2008–09 financial crisis. We measure total municipal public debt as a proportion
of total subnational debt and find that the proportion has remained relatively low but
in an increasing trend, from 12% in 2013 (Hurtado and Zamarripa, 2013) to
approximately 16% in 2016.
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Figure 3.1 Total subnational debt evolution

Motivated by the growth of subnational debt, the federal government enacted
a series of reforms to improve subnational debt regulations due to its excessive
growth. In 2013, a new robust regulatory framework, namely, the Ley General de
Contabilidad Gubernamental (LGCG), was commenced to end the accounting
discretion. The LGCG establishes standardized accounting criteria and regulates
financial reporting of all government authorities.

It establishes subnational

governments’ periodic obligation to publish harmonized financial statements,
including their net indebtedness levels.
The Ley de Disciplina Financiera de las Entidades Federativas y los
Municipios (LDF) was approved in 2016 to complement the LGCG. Then, other
complementary laws were reformed to promote the subnational governments’
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financial discipline. Accordingly, the legislation establishes five mechanisms to
improve transparency and accountability. Three of these mechanisms stand out: a
unique public record of financial obligations for all subnational governments; a
quarterly system of alerts for subnational government credit risk to monitor and
evaluate subnational indebtedness levels, debt service payment, and all subnational
entities’ liquidity conditions; and a secured debt mechanism to encourage the best
financial practices. The central government grants credit guarantee to subnational
governments’ debt issuance that subscribe to a financial discipline agreement
through the secured debt mechanism. The credit guarantee is grated to reduce the
financing costs of those who subscribe to the agreement.
Although it is premature to judge the most recent reform, the literature
indicates that increasing transparency and accountability controls reduce Mexican
subnational governments’ indebtedness (Astudillo et al., 2017). However, Villegas
(2017) warns that the latest regulatory framework has legal voids that impede the
real transparency and accessibility of the disposition of resources obtained through
public debt. This dissertation chapter is the first to provide an overview of the effects
of LGCG and LDFEFM on municipal public debt.

3.2.2 Debt Sustainability Review
Public debt sustainability has been part of a broad debate in theoretical and empirical
economic literature. Neck and Sturm (2008) emphasize that the debate began in the
19th century with the Ricardian hypothesis of government debt neutrality.14 Ricardo
also contributed to the debate by arguing about the intergenerational distribution of
debt burden. A century later, the Keynesian school of thought revisited Ricardo’s
intergenerational argument by proposing that deficits are desirable to distribute longterm investment costs in public projects between generations and stimulate

14
This hypothesis holds that deficit and tax financing of government budgets are equivalent in capital
accumulation (Neck and Sturm, 2008).
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aggregate demand in the short term.
Subsequently, Domar (1944) built on intertemporal budget restriction and
defined the first mathematical condition to guarantee public debt sustainability (i.e.,
the deficit-to-GDP constant ratio). Moreover, Barro’s (1979) proposed the theory of
tax smoothing under the hypothesis that the present net value of expenditure is
equivalent to that of future taxes. Then, Bohn (1998) incorporated into his model the
elements of Barro’s fiscal model (1979) derive a fiscal reaction function as a
mechanism for assessing debt sustainability.
Although sustainability has been debated extensively, a consensus about its
definition (Neck and Sturm, 2008) and the conditions to guarantee its definition
(Aspromourgos et al., 2010) has not been reached. Balassone and Franco (2000)
held that the problem is that sustainability assessments are based on partial
equilibrium models that do not completely consider the interactions between the
public budget and macroeconomic variables. However, the literature highlights two
econometric methods for evaluating the sustainability of public debt policy: unit root
test (Hakkio and Rush, 1991; Hamilton and Flavin, 1986; Trehan and Walsh, 1988)
and fiscal reaction empirical test (Bohn, 1998).
The traditional unit root method examines whether the debt-to-GDP ratio time
series is non-stationary, that is, whether the debt-to-GDP ratio increases in real
terms above the future value of the discounted fiscal surpluses (Neck and Sturm,
2008). If public debt is non-stationary, then the debt is unsustainable. However, this
method has been criticized because of the difficulty of rejecting a unit root in a series
of debt as a proportion of the GDP (Renjith and Shanmugam, 2018) and its high
sensitivity to structural changes in the time series (Uctum and Thurston, 2006).
Bohn (1998) addressed the deficiencies of the unit root approach by
proposing a model that examines fiscal reaction to changes in the debt-to-GDP ratio.
Bohn’s fiscal reaction function implies that if governments aim to increase their debt
in the present, they will have to increase their fiscal surplus in the future as a
corrective measure. This condition implies that the proportion of debt to GDP would
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tend to reverse to the mean, therefore reaching a sustainable debt level. Bohn’s
model also shows that the fiscal reaction is independent of interest rate and thus has
no assumptions about its future values.
Given its properties, Bohn’s model (1998) has been widely used for assessing
debt sustainability at the national (de Mello, 2008; Fincke and Greiner, 2012; Beqiraj
et al., 2018) and subnational levels (Daude and De la Maisonneuve, 2016; Mahdavi,
2014; Renjith and Shanmugam, 2018). In this dissertation chapter, we assessed
municipal debt sustainability using two methods. First, we perform the unit root test.
Second, we depart from Bohn’s model and follow Cabral et al.’s (2021) econometric
approach based on Wickens’s (2012) work. Section 3 discusses this model further.

3.3 The Empirical Model
This chapter’s empirical model is derived from Wickens’s (2012) present value
constraint framework. The starting point of the model is the government budget
constraint (GBC) as follows:
*! ?! + (1 + &! )(!#$ = (! + *! τ!

(3.1)

Where the subscript t indicates the time period, *! is the price level,?! is the real
government expenditure, +! is the real tax revenue, (! is the government nominal
bonds value at the end of period t, &! is the bonds’ interest rate issued in period t,
and, &! (!#$ is the total interest paid during period t on bonds issued during t-1.
Then, we obtain the GBC in terms of the GDP by dividing Equation (3.1) by
the nominal GDP (*! 0! ) as follows:
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?!
(!#$
*!#$ 0!#$ B! τ!
+ (1 + &! ) ⋅
⋅
⋅
= +
0!
*!#$ 0!#$ *!
0!
0! 0!

(3.2)

Defining π/ as the inflation rate, and γ/ as the real GDP growth, we can reexpress re-expressed as follows:
(1 + &! )
?!
B!#$ B! τ!
+
⋅
= +
0! (1 + π! )(1 + γ! ) 0!#$ 0! 0!

Then, the public deficit is defined as follows: *! 1! = (! − (!#$ . Re-expressing
this formula in terms of Equation (3.1), we obtain *! 1! = *! ?! − *! τ! + &! (!#$ .
Subsequently, we can define the government’s real deficit in terms of GDP as
follows:
1! ?! τ!
&!
B!#$
= − +
⋅
0! 0! 0! (1 + π! )(1 + γ! ) 0!#$

(3.3)

or re-expressing Equation (3.3) as:
1! B!
1
B!#$
= −
⋅
0! 0! (1 + π! )(1 + γ! ) 0!#$

Then, defining the nominal primary deficit as *! E! = *! 1! − &! (!#$ and using
Equation (3.3), we define the primary deficit-to-GDP ratio as follows:
E! ?! τ!
= −
0! 0! 0!

(3.4)
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We can re-express Equation (3.4) as follows:
(1 + &! )
E! B!
B!#$
= −
⋅
0! 0! (1 + π! )(1 + γ! ) 0!#$
Where:
1 + ρ! =

(1 + &! )
B!#$
⋅
(1 + π! )(1 + γ! ) 0!#$

Thus, ρ! = &! − π! − γ! is the real interest rate adjusted by the real GDP
growth. Then, solving for the current debt-to-GDP ratio, we can re-express Equation
(3.4) as follows:
B!
B!#$ E!
= (1 + ρ! ) ⋅
+
0!
0!#$ 0!

(3.5)

Therefore, Equation (3.5) proposed by Wickens (2012) shows that the current
debt-to-GDP ratio depends on the same ratio of the previous period, current primary
deficit-to-GDP ratio, and long-term stability parameter ρ! . Assuming a constant
nominal interest rate, inflation, and real GDP growth and using a backward solution,
the debt-to-GDP ratio converges to a finite level in the long term and is sustainable
when ρ! < 0. Otherwise, the debt-to-GDP ratio goes to infinity, and the government
fiscal position becomes unsustainable in the long term.
We extend Equation (3.5) to accommodate an estimable panel data
specification as follows:
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B.!
B.!#$
E.!
= α. + λ! + β
+δ
+ <Γ + ϵ.!
0.!
0.!#$
0.!

(3.6)

Where λ/ and α0 are time and fixed effects, respectively.
We must consider the nominal municipal GDP to estimate Equation (3.6).
However, this measurement is unavailable in Mexico at the municipal level.
Therefore, we propose to approximate it using an alternative measure. Following
Cabral et al. (2021), we estimate Equation (3.6) by employing guaranteed resources
(income plus non-conditional transferences) as GDP alternative. In contrast with
central fiscal authorities, municipalities have limited availability to collect taxes; thus,
the use of guaranteed resources is reasonable.
In Equation (3.6), X is a vector of control variables that impact public debt
growth. Several control variables have been explored in the literature as relevant
determinants of long-term debt accumulation. For example, the output gap and
government expenditure gap had been employed by national-level debt
sustainability assessments (Bohn, 2005; de Mello, 2008). For subnational
evaluations, local population (Hernández-Trillo et al., 2002; Potrafke and
Reischmann, 2015) and political factors (Ibarra Salazar et al., 2013) were relevant
control variables. We also hypothesized that the 2008–09 global financial crisis may
have indirectly affected subnational debt growth as the literature suggests (Canuto
and Liu, 2010; Ter-Minassian and Jiménez, 2011). Thus, we consider a control
variable for its effects. Finally, we also incorporated a measure for credit risk ratings
as a control variable that the literature considers a relevant factor (Cavallo et al.,
2013). Section 4 below discusses the details of our methods.

3.4 Methods
3.4.1 Data
We constructed a slightly unbalanced annual panel dataset for the period 2007–
2017. We used two sampling criteria considering the data availability and
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heterogeneity of the 2,477 municipalities. First, we discard municipalities without
consistent financial data throughout the study period.15 Second, the municipalities
are required by law to have at least one credit rating to be eligible for an increase in
indebtedness. Thus, we included only those rated over 6 years during the analysis
period. As a result, our final sample comprises 110 municipalities.16
Although the sample represents only 4.4 percent of all municipalities in 2017,
they constitute 42% of the national population and 43 percent of the total municipal
debt. Figure 3.2 shows the spatial distribution of the sample municipalities.17

Figure 3.2 The sample geographical distribution

15

As most of the municipalities have no financial public records or their data is inconsistent through the years.
The list of the selected municipalities will be provided upon request.
17
The Federal District delegations’ were not included in the sample since a special legal framework ruled
them, making comparison inaccurate.
16
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The data are collected from different Mexican and international sources. The
financial variables of municipalities, the population statistics, and the political
variables are obtained from the National Institute of Statistics and Geography,
National Population Council, and state and federal electoral organizations,
respectively. We also obtained the national scale ratings of each municipality from
four major agencies: Fitch Ratings (FR), Moody’s (MS), Standard & Poor’s (SP), and
HR Ratings (HR). We obtained these ratings through the Thomson Reuters Eikon
platform.
We use the proportion of debt to guaranteed revenue for our dependent
variable. As discussed above, we estimate Equation (3.6) using the guaranteed
revenue. This revenue is widely used by rating agencies to assess subnational
governments’ borrowing capacity. Moreover, the original qualitative rating values
were transformed to ordinal values, following Hernández-Trillo and Smith-Ramírez’s
(2009) transformation. In contrast, our scale, ranging from 1 to 9, was coded using
data from the four largest rating agencies operating in Mexico. Our transformation
also ranks risk ratings from low to high on a scale, where values close to one indicate
lower risk (see appendix 1).
Subnational governments can hire any rating agencies’ services. Sometimes,
they stopped using one agency’s service to hire a competitor. Consequently, not all
municipalities across all agencies have available data. We used standardized coding
to estimate a global risk rating for each municipality based on available ratings to
avoid information loss. We calculated global indicators based on three metrics:
minimum, median, and maximum rating. We considered the maximum rating as the
most appropriate measure as we hypothesize that credit markets may consider the
riskier indicator to assess their business risk. We will employ the maximum rating in
our main analysis, and the other measures will be used for robustness check
purposes.
As discussed earlier, political factors are relevant considering that
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municipalities require local congressional approval to issue additional public debt.
Moreover, the local congress examines and approves the yearly municipal finance
audits. Therefore, having political allies in the governor’s office and a majority in the
local congress may facilitate the municipal public debt’s approval. We control for this
effect including a dummy variable that equals one if the same political party
simultaneously holds the governor’s office, municipal office, and, a majority (50% +
1) in the local congress and zero otherwise. Lastly, we capture the negative impact
of the global crisis on GDP growth (−6.1% in 2009) by including a crisis dummy
variable that equals one for 2009 and zero for other years. We hypothesize that all
three factors, namely, government debt ratings, financial crisis, and political affinity,
significantly impact the municipal public debt accumulation in the long run.
Table 3.1 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables included in the
model. The panel is slightly unbalanced due to 108 missing values of the credit rating
variable.
Table 3.1 Municipal´s panel descriptive statistics (2007–2017)
Variable

N

Min

Mean

Max

S.D.

Debt (in million pesos)

1210

0

276.83

2711.92 413.04

Primary balance (in million pesos)

1210

0

98.35

2567.46 193.98

Primary balance to guaranteed revenue ratio

1210

0

0.14

2.31

0.20

Debt to guaranteed income ratio

1210

0

0.29

2.58

0.28

Debt per capita (pesos)

1210

0

643.61

Political affinity

1210

0

0.19

1

0.39

Credit Rating

1102

1

2.70

9

1.29

2009 crisis dummy

1210

0

0.09

1

0.29

4271.03 688.83

Source: Authors’ own elaboration
Note: Monetary amounts using 2013 prices.

3.4.2 Estimation Methods
First, we performed a correlation analysis on the variables and discarded
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multicollinearity issues. Then, we performed a unit root analysis for the variables of
interest: the debt-to-guaranteed revenue ratio and primary balance-to-guaranteed
revenue ratio. If the series contains a unit root, then it would imply an unsustainable
fiscal stance because they would tend to diverge from equilibria over time. Following
Baltagi and Kao (2001), we employed the Levin–Lin–Chu (LLC) panel test under the
null hypothesis of non-stationarity. We also performed the test under two
specifications, namely, with and without time trend. Table 3.2 presents the test
results, rejecting the null hypothesis for all cases. Thus, the series are stationary,
suggesting that the Mexican municipal debt is sustainable.
Table 3.2 Municipal´s Panel Unit Root Tests (2007 – 2017)
LLC Panel Unit Root Tests
Test type

Variable

NxT

Statistic

p-value

Lags

Intercept only

Debt to guaranteed resources ratio

1210

−13.167***

[0.000]

0.1909

Intercept and trend

Debt to guaranteed resources ratio

1210

−22.235***

[0.000]

0.3091

Intercept only

Primary deficit to guaranteed resources

1210

−25.59***

[0.000]

0.2273

Intercept and trend

Primary deficit to guaranteed resources

1210

−28.282***

[0.000]

0.3636

Notes: The reported statistics are for the series in levels. The number of cross-section units is always 110.
For panel unit roots LLC under the unit root null, the p-values are given in brackets.
The number of lags was chosen using the Schwarz criteria.
*, **, and *** refer to levels of significance of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.

Although the test results show stationarity, Bohn (1998) warned about the
difficulty of rejecting a unit root in a time series of debt as a proportion of GDP.
Moreover, Uctum and Thurston (2006) reported evidence suggesting a high
sensitivity of unit root test to structural changes in a time series, such as that
generated by the global financial crisis. Hence, we employ the model specification
discussed above to obtain a robust and intuitive debt sustainability evaluation.
Using OLS on Equation (3.6) is known to produce inconsistent estimations.
Thus, we must employ a different approach to deal with the correlation between the
lagged dependent variable and fixed effects in the error term. Two plausible
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estimators can purge the fixed effects: the difference generalized method of
moments (DGMM) and SGMM. DGMM solves the OLS consistency problem by
taking first-differences, removing the municipal effects, and producing an equation
estimated by employing instrumental variables. However, Roodman (2009b) warned
that DGMM magnifies gaps in unbalanced panels, similar to our study. Under
SGMM, endogenous explanatory variables are controlled using their lagged values,
exploiting all the moments’ conditions through a system of first differences and levels
equations (Blundell and Bond, 1998) to generate robust estimations. We estimated
Equation (3.6) using SGMM considering its robustness and the vulnerability of
DGMM to unbalanced panels. Nevertheless, according to Blundell et al. (2001),
SGMM estimators are consistent only if the residuals do not exhibit second-order
autocorrelation and if Hansen’s J-test does not reject the null hypothesis (i.e., the
instrumental variables are valid). Therefore, we perform both tests in the following
section.
Regarding the instrumental variables’ validity, Roodman (2009a) noted that
excessive instrumental variables overfit endogenous variables and weakens their
Hansen’s J-test on their joint validity. We report the number of instrumental variables
and observations to ensure the robustness of our results. In general, the number of
instrumental variables in the sample must not exceed that of the municipalities to
avoid over-identification issues.

3.5 Empirical Results
This section presents an estimation of Equation (3.6) using SGMM. First, we perform
a robustness analysis considering the heterogeneity of our sample by subdividing it
to consider regional differences and measurement misspecification. Second, we
assess the evolution of municipal debt sustainability over time. Finally, we explore
the impact of financial shocks on the system and debt sustainability. These financial
shocks hit Mexico and other subnational governments of emerging market
economies following the 2009 crisis.
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3.5.1 Expected Variable Signs
We briefly examine the expected signs of the variables in the model before
presenting the results. We expect a positive sign for the lagged value of the
dependent variable because a high proportion of debt to the previous year’s income
would positively impact the proportion of debt for the current year. Similarly, we
expect a positive sign for the primary balance due to its accumulative effect on debt.
The primary balance takes positive values when the municipality incurs financing.
Thus, the more the financing, the higher is the proportion of debt to income.
Furthermore, we expect positive credit rating values because as the debt-to-income
ratio increases, the credit rating reduces (due to increased risk) and the risk indicator
value increases. Political concordance would facilitate obtaining congressional
approval for additional financing. Hence, we expect positive values for the variable
of political affinity. Finally, the negative impact of the crisis on public revenue was
reflected in high debt levels due to low-income tax at the federal level. Thus, we
expect positive values for the 2008–09 crisis dummy variable. The negative impact
resulted

in

a

decline

in

earmarked

(aportaciones)

and

non-earmarked

(participaciones) state transfers.

3.5.2 Results
Table 3.3 presents the main estimation results of Equation (3.6) using SGMM under
its two-step procedure.18 In addition to presenting the entire sample estimates
(column [1]), Table 3.3 also presents the results obtained from the four regional
partitions (columns [2]–[5]) to consider Mexico’s prevailing regional heterogeneity.19
The entire sample estimates (column [1]) show that our main variables of
interest (lagged debt and primary balance) present the expected sign (positive) and
are highly significant. They also display the largest magnitudes in the regression.

18
19

All estimations were made using Stata 14.1, with the xtabond2 command.
We employ the same regionalization traditionally used by the Mexican Central Bank.
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The credit rating ratio has the expected sign (positive) and is significant. We observe
a negative and non-significant coefficient for the political affinity variable. Regarding
the crisis variable, we do not observe the expected sign, though it is not significant.
All control variables show moderate coefficients. The negative sign of the parameter
of interest (implicit ρ = −0.358) confirms that the debt remained sustainable for the
entire sample.
The regression analysis discards second-order autocorrelation. Following
Roodman’s (2009a) advice, the number of instrumental variables does not exceed
that of the municipalities.20 Hansen’s J-test results also support the null hypothesis
(i.e., the instrumental variables are valid). Overall, our main results are robust,
though we do not observe the expected signs for the political affinity and crisis
dummy variable.

3.5.3 Robustness Analysis
Regional robustness. Table 3.3 presents the estimates of the four regional partitions
(columns [2]–[5]) to consider Mexico’s regional heterogeneity. These regional
partition results can be interpreted as evidence of robustness, given the regional
heterogeneity.
We observe positive coefficients of the lagged dependent variable, which are
less than the unit and highly significant. However, the North-Central (column [3]) and
Central (column [4]) regions show significantly higher coefficients, indicating higher
ρ coefficients. Thus, these regions are less sustainable than the North and South
regions. We also observed positive and highly significant values for primary balance
in all regions, which are nearly 0.3. However, the South region’s primary balance is
higher than 0.4, suggesting that the municipalities in the south are more sensitive or
inclined to acquiring debt, following the changes in this variable, ceteris paribus.

20
We use the collapse subroutine of the Stata xtabond2 command to avoid estimation bias by excessive
instrumental variables for regional regressions (small samples) (see Roodman, 2009b).
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Furthermore, we found that the variable credit rating shows the expected (positive)
sign in all regions, though significant only for the North-Central region. The result
suggests that the municipalities in this region are the most sensitive to credit rating
changes, ceteris paribus.
We found negative coefficients for political affinity variable in all regions,
except in the North-Central. However, the coefficients are not significant, except for
the border region, which is significant at 10%. Although the variable’s negative
coefficient is counterintuitive, Carpizo’s (2012) work in Mexican states could explain
this condition. Carpizo shows that highly competitive electoral environments tend to
maintain high debt levels. In these environments, an absolute majority in the local
congress does not support the governor. Carpizo argued that electoral competition
motivates incumbent governments to raise public spending and borrowing to gain an
electoral edge for their party during an election. Although Carpizo’s argument could
explain the variable’s negative coefficient, and testing its veracity is beyond this
chapter’s scope. However, future research could explore this hypothesis.
We notice a similar pattern of the variable crisis to that of the political affinity
variable, indicating negative coefficients for all regions, except in the North- Central.
However, the coefficients are not significant, except for the South region, where it is
significant at 10%.
All regions remained sustainable (ρ < 0). However, we observe that the
Central (ρ = −0.246) and North Central regions (ρ = −0.190) present the less
sustainable fiscal stances, whereas the North Border region is the most sustainable
(ρ = −0.532). The estimation result of all the partitions rejected the second-order
autocorrelation, whereas it supports the validity of the instrumental variables. In sum,
we observe consistency in the results across all partitions, indicating that the model
is robust to regional differences.
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Table 3.3 Municipal´s SGMM Estimations
Dependent variable
Debt to guaranteed
revenue

Main and regional partition results
Main

North Border

North Central

Central

South

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.642***

0.468***

0.810***

0.754***

0.558***

(0.067)

(0.134)

(0.237)

(0.099)

(0.151)

Primary balance

0.310***
(0.041)

0.302**
(0.131)

0.289***
(0.097)

0.277***
(0.076)

0.418***
(0.085)

Credit Rating

0.014**

0.021

0.020***

0.019

0.014

(0.007)

(0.015)

(0.006)

(0.027)

(0.018)

−0.027

−0.072*

0.045

−0.009

−0.04

(0.019)

(0.043)

(0.041)

(0.024)

(0.062)

Variables
Lagged debt

Political affinity

2009 crisis dummy

−0.004

−0.009

0.079

−0.011

−0.075*

(0.017)

(0.05)

(0.05)

(0.032)

(0.042)

0.026

0.111*

-0.052

−0.024

0.045

(0.025)

(0.057)

(0.073)

(0.069)

(0.069)

−0.358

−0.532

−0.190

−0.246

−0.442

Number of observations

1019

287

289

316

127

Number of instruments

31

8

8

8

8

Number of municipalities

110

30

31

35

14

AB(1)

−1.719

−1.332

−2.246

−3.15

−2.128

AB(1) p-value

[0.086]

[0.183]

[0.025]

[0.002]

[0.033]

AB(2)

1.105

1.034

0.882

0.263

1.334

AB(2) p-value

[0.269]

[0.301]

[0.378]

[0.792]

[0.182]

Hansen test

24.351

2.478

3.772

4.192

3.15

Hansen test p-value

[0.499]

[0.290]

[0.152]

[0.123]

[0.207]

Constant

Implicit !

Notes: Heteroscedasticity robust standard errors are shown in parentheses.
Hansen’s J-test reports that under the null hypothesis, the overidentified restrictions are valid. P-values
shown in brackets.
AB (1) and AB (2) correspond to the Arellano–Bond test for serial correlation, under the null hypothesis of no
autocorrelation. P-values shown in brackets.
*, **, and *** refer to levels of significance of 10%, 5%, and 1%, respectively.
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Other robustness tests. We performed several estimations to corroborate our model
robustness. First, we used two alternative measures (mean and mode) for the
variable Credit Rating. The coefficients preserve their sign, magnitude, and
significance level; therefore, the results remain consistent across measurements.
Secondly, we tested the coefficients temporal consistency by partitioning the sample
using a pivot technique. The results show that the main variables’ (lagged debt and
primary balance) sign, magnitude, and significance remain consistent over time.
Nevertheless, we notice that the sustainability indicator shows a growing trend over
time, indicating declining sustainability, especially after the 2008-09 crisis. Lastly, we
re-encoded the original dummy variable to test for a structural break after the
financial crisis. Although other variables coefficients remain stable, the dummy recodification modifies its sign, becoming positive and significant, as expected. This
result indicates that the effects of the crisis extended beyond 2008, suggesting a
post-crisis structural change.

3.6 Monte Carlo Simulations
We evaluated the robustness of the sustainability indicator (!) using Monte Carlo
simulations to test its stability under thousands of simulated scenarios, with varying
uncertainty levels, including random financial shocks.
We performed the Monte Carlo simulations in three steps. First, we simulated
a dynamic panel dataset of 120 municipalities (i), observed over 15 years (t) using
Stata, following Moffatt’s (2015) guidelines. In this step, the simulated panel datagenerating process is based on a previous regression using Arellano and Bond’s
(1991) GMM estimator. The estimator is used to approximate the value of the
coefficients of the lagged variables of interest in Equation (3.5). Thus, each
simulated variable (v1/ ) is a function of its first lag (v1/#$ ), a constant term (α1 ), a
positive trend (γ/ ), and a normally distributed random error (ε1/ ). Panel A in Figure
3.3 presents an example of the distributional properties of one simulated dataset.
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Figure 3.3 A simulated panel example

In the second step, we specified the SGMM regression model to be estimated
iteratively using Stata. The model is the same as Equation (3.5). We ran 2,000
simulations, each representing 2,000 simulated panels with their corresponding
regressions. From each simulation, we calculated a distinct estimation of ρ! , from
which we derived its simulated distribution. Then, we contrasted the actual
estimation (ρN! = −0.358 from Table 3.3) against the simulated distributional mean (ρO!
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= −0.382). Panel A in Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of the simulated parameter
contrasted against the observed parameter. The (ρO! ) mean from the simulated data
falls within the 95% confidence interval of the real estimation (ρQ
P! )̂ indicating a
relatively stable parameter.

Figure 3.4 Simulated !! distributions

As a third step, we extended the model to incorporate random shocks that
simulate periods of financial distress to test the limits of ρ! under severe variability.
In this scenario, !! is expected to move closer to zero (or become positive) with
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increasing levels of financial shocks. Here, the strategy consist in simulate random
shocks that simultaneously affected all municipalities at a given time. The shocks
were modeled by approximating the Poisson distribution using a sequence of
discrete Bernoulli events with (p) probability of occurrence. We tested several values
of p and found that when p=0.12, three to four random shocks are expected to occur
during the 15 years of the simulated panel. Therefore, a random shock is expected
to occur approximately every 5 years based on the simulations. The magnitude of
the shock was simulated using a normal distribution with a positive mean and finite
variance (μ=0.08, σ=0.03). Panel B in Figure 3.3 illustrates an example of the
shocks’ occurrences and their magnitudes. The shocks were also modeled to have
repercussions (80% of their initial magnitude) in the year after they occurred. Panel
B in Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of the simulated ρ incorporating random
shocks. In Figure 3.4, the distribution (and ρO! ) shifted closer to zero, signaling a less
sustainable position, which was expected according to the theoretical properties of
the parameter.
To sum up, municipal governments’ financial stances significantly deteriorate
just when relevant random financial shocks materialize, such as those caused by the
2008-09 global financial crisis and the COVID-19. This finding is relevant considering
that the Mexican subnational governments experienced their last bailout in 1995
after the country endured a significant financial shock following a crisis of local origin.
This event occurred when the Mexican economy was not as exposed to shocks of
foreign origin, unlike nowadays.

3.7 Conclusions
The federal government implemented reforms after the 1995 local crisis to prevent
further financial bailouts for subnational entities. However, the subnational
governments have increased their public debt level. The objective of this study was
to evaluate the sustainability of the 110 most indebted Mexican municipalities. This
dissertation chapter contributes to the literature by performing the first public debt
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sustainability assessment at the municipal level using dynamic panel techniques
(SGMM) using Wickens (2012) and Cabral et al.’s (2021) novel approach. In addition
to the traditional unit root tests for debt sustainability assessment, we ran several
thousands of Monte Carlo simulations to test our proposed indicator’s stability. The
results confirm its reliability under varying levels of financial stress. Our results also
indicate that the assessed municipalities’ debt has remained sustainable despite the
adverse effects of the 2008-09 global financial crisis. However, the sustainability
indicator (ρ) has been deteriorating over time.
We urge constant public monitoring of debt sustainability as a policy
implication, especially after the COVID-19 economic crisis. Our evaluation included
three control variables. First, the credit rating variable was inconsistently significant
when using the highest risk rating available. Second, the political affinity variable–
which sought to capture the effects of partisan coincidence between the municipal
authorities, state governments, and a majority in the local Congress–showed limited
regional significance; thus there is not enough evidence to conclude that there is a
partisan effect on municipal debt accumulation. However, it is left for future
investigations to explore Carpizo's (2012) hypothesis that electoral competition could
explain the persistence of the negative sign for this variable. Third, the dummy
variable indicating the 2008–09 financial crisis showed inconsistent results
throughout the robustness tests. However, after being recoded to consider a postcrisis structural change, the coefficient exhibited the expected sign and high
statistical significance. This result suggests that the global financial crisis impact
extended beyond 2009, probably causing a systemic change in municipal
indebtedness, as it could also happen following the COVID-19 pandemic. The Monte
Carlo simulations also provide evidence of financial shocks long-term effects on the
debt sustainability indicator. After multiple robustness tests, we conclude that our
results remain reliable across the various specifications through regional, temporal,
and measurement differences.
The evidence for Mexico presented in this dissertation chapter is relevant to
other emerging economies with similar political and economic structures, centralized
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governments, and subnational governments’ low capacity to collect taxes. The
economies have increasingly opened to the rest of the world, hence increasing their
exposure to foreign financial and economic shocks that hinder subnational
governments’ ability to maintain sustainable fiscal stances. Fiscal rules,
transparency, legal accountability, and stringent measures for disciplining municipal
fiscal authorities are required to prevent Mexican municipal governments’ potential
unsustainable fiscal positions.
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Appendix 1. Qualitative to Ordinal Financial Rating transformation
Qualitative ratings
Classification

Ordinal ratings
Global
Equivalence

Fitch Ratings

Moody´s

S&P

HR Ratings

AAA(mex)

Aaa.mx

mxAAA

HR AAA(mex)

AA+(mex)

Aa1.mx

mxAA+

HR AA+(mex)

AA(mex)

Aa2.mx

mxAA

HR AA(mex)

AA-(mex)

Aa3.mx

mxAA-

HR AA-(mex)

A+

A1.mx

mxA+

HR A+(mex)

A

A2.mx

mxA

HR A(mex)

A-

A3.mx

mxA-

HR A-(mex)

BBB+(mex)

Baa1.mx

mxBBB+

HR BBB+(mex)

BBB(mex)

Baa2.mx

mxBBB

HR BBB(mex)

BBB-(mex)

Baa3.mx

mxBBB-

HR BBB-(mex)

BB+(mex)

Ba1.mx

mxBB+

HR BB+(mex)

BB(mex)

Ba2.mx

mxBB

HR BB(mex)

BB-(mex)

Ba3.mx

mxBB-

HR BB-(mex)

B+(mex)

B1.mx

mxB+

HR B+(mex)

B(mex)

B2.mx

mxB

HR B(mex)

B-(mex)

B3.mx

mxB-

HR B-(mex)

Caa1.mx

mxCCC+

HR CCC+(mex)

Caa2.mx

mxCCC

HR CCC(mex)

Caa3.mx

mxCCC-

HR CCC-(mex)

CC(mex)

Ca.mx

mxCC

HR CC(mex)

7

C(mex)

C.mx

mxC

HR C(mex)

8

WD

WR

D

HR D(mex)

9

1

Investment grade
2

3

4

Speculative grade

CCC(mex)
High risk
Speculative

Payments
Default

5

6

Source: Authors own elaboration using Thomson Reuters Eikon data.
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CHAPTER 4
IS THE NEW SUBNATIONAL FISCAL RULE WORKING?

4.1 Introduction
Public debt sustainability is relevant to ensure adequate development financing
without compromising public finances. The economic literature has extensively
analyzed the sustainability of debt at the federation level (Paparas et al., 2015;
Beqiraj et al., 2018). Nevertheless, when studied at the subnational level, the
discussion becomes more complex (Kotia and Lledó, 2016), as subnational
governments (SNGs) are subject to two mutually reinforcing sources of a deficit bias:
the common pool problem and the moral hazard (Pisauro, 2003).21
Ter-Minassian (2007) also describes four factors that allow SNGs to engage
in practices of fiscal indiscipline and, therefore, excessive indebtedness. First, the
central government's restrictions have to impose limits on the policies of
governments with constitutional autonomy. Second, the heterogeneity between
subnational regions implies that some entities have greater needs than others and,
at the same time, less capacity to pay them. Third, some SNGs are prone to
overspend in a fiscal framework where transfers start from a common fund and are
distributed using formulas. Fourth, the problem of moral hazard that could be
incurred by SNG that were rescued by the central government in the past and that
they know could be rescued again in the future, thus promoting fiscal indiscipline.
Mexico is an interesting case study because it exhibits all the factors
suggested by Ter-Minassian. First, Mexico is a federation composed of 32 states
with full constitutional autonomy. Second, Mexico is very contrasting across its

21
The common pool problem arises when subnational governments (federal transfers beneficiaries) perceive
the opportunity cost of federal revenue below its real cost, incentivizing to overspend.
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regions, with wide geographical, societal, and economic discrepancies. For instance,
per capita income in the federal capital is eight times higher than in the poorest state.
Third, in Mexico, the resources allocated to the SNG are distributed through complex
formulas, which tend to incentivize overspending federal grants and under-collect
local taxes (Espinosa, 2011; Sour, 2013). Finally, Mexico has a long history of costly
SNGs bailouts that have induced moral hazard.22 All those contributing factors may
explain why achieving fiscal discipline at the subnational level has been challenging
for Mexico.
SNG’s public debt tripled between 1996 and 2006 and tripled again between
2006 and 2016. In response, the central government promoted reforms that
culminated in April 2016 with the passing of the Law of Financial Discipline of States
and Municipalities (LDF). The LDF mandates the implementation of new controls to
prevent SNG from incurring excessive debt. Among the new LDF controls stand out
the implementation of a very public alert system based on well-defined metrics and
explicit rules. According to Eyraud et al.'s (2018) definition, the alert system works
as an explicit fiscal rule.
This study aims to assess the impact of the new fiscal rule on the Mexican
States' indebtedness levels. A quarterly panel dataset (2013-2020) and differencesin-differences (DID) techniques are used to evaluate the effectiveness of the new
fiscal rule. More specifically, I used the novel approach developed by Callaway and
Sant' Anna (2021) to identify the impact (causal effect) of the fiscal rule
implementation (treatment) under heterogeneous timing (staggered treatment).23
The main conclusion is that the LDF's alert system effectively reduced the
level of indebtedness, measured in real monetary terms and per capita. Furthermore,
I can conclude that although the recent crisis has somewhat reduced the alert
system effectiveness, the mechanism prevented excessive indebtedness even in the

22
Hernández-Trillo et al. (2002) provide the best-documented example of the Mexican SNG financial bailout
after the 1995 Tequila crisis.
23
Where treatment is a dichotomous variable that encodes the qualification obtained by each state at the end
of each quarter, according to the LDF´s alert system.
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presence of an extreme economic shock caused by the COVID-19 pandemic.
This dissertation chapter contributes to the literature evaluating the
effectiveness of fiscal rules to reduce debt accumulation at the subnational level.
Also, to the best of my knowledge, no previous studies had assessed the impact of
the new fiscal rule in Mexico (LDF). Hence, this dissertation chapter is the first to
present such assessment at the state level, using difference-in-differences
techniques.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2 reviews the fiscal
rules literature as a mechanism to reduce debt accumulation at the subnational level.
Also, it provides context about Mexican SNG and the LDF. Section 4.3 describes the
Methodology. Section 4.4 describes the dataset. Section 4.5 presents the empirical
strategy. The results are discussed in Section 4.6. Finally, section 4.7 concludes by
reviewing policy implications.

4.2 Literature Review
4.2.1 Subnational Fiscal Rules
Central governments rely on institutional arrangements to enforce fiscal discipline.
Wyplosz (2005) defines fiscal discipline as a government state of permanent
solvency over time, a condition known as transversality. Achieving fiscal discipline
is a highly desirable goal but difficult due to the deficit bias. This phenomenon is
exacerbated at the subnational level, as SNGs are subject to two mutually reinforcing
sources of a deficit bias: the common pool problem and moral hazard (Pisauro,
2003).
Ter-Minassian and Craig (1997) classify the institutional arrangements
designed to achieve fiscal discipline of subnational governments into four broad
categories. The first supposes that, under specific circumstances, market
mechanisms would be sufficient to limit the excessive growth of public debt (see
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Lane, 1993). The second (cooperative arrangements) combines market discipline
mechanisms and appeals to the autonomy of the SNGs to self-impose flexible fiscal
controls. The third studies the effectiveness of direct controls exerted by central
governments over the SNGs to attain fiscal discipline. Finally, the fiscal-rules-based
approach investigates the institutional constraints (laws) to promote prudent fiscal
policy and ensure long-term fiscal sustainability. This dissertation chapter is
concerned with the last category.
From a political economy perspective, the rationale for fiscal rules is their
potential to constrain the deficit bias inherent to democracies (Drazen, 2004). The
International Monetary Fund (IMF) defines a fiscal rule as “a long-lasting constraint
on fiscal policy through numerical limits on budgetary aggregates”. Eyraud et al.
(2018) provide an even more detailed definition: “fiscal rules are fixed numerical
limits (floors or ceilings) on fiscal variables set in legislation and binding for at least
three years”.
All fiscal rules have the common objective of attaining fiscal discipline.
However, they can be broadly classified by the type of limits compliance and the
authority enforcing them. Under the first categorization, the rules establish ceilings
(for deficits, debts, or expenditures), floors (for tax revenue, for example), or both.
The second categorization corresponds to the level of government that enforces the
rules, i.e., if the central government imposes them or is self-imposed by the SNGs.
Although fiscal discipline is a desirable objective for national and subnational
governments, the discussion about the effectiveness of fiscal rules to achieve it has
focused on the former. There is a large body of empirical research on the
effectiveness of national fiscal rules (Debrun et al., 2008; Badinger and Reuter,
2017), but there are few empirical assessments at the subnational level. Moreover,
most of the empirical evidence comes from developed countries.
Still, most existing literature concludes that properly designed subnational
fiscal rules effectively reduce the deficit bias (Oates, 2005; Ter-Minassian, 2007).
For example, in the US, the general conclusion is that stricter rules, such as those
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coded in the legislation, are associated with better fiscal outcomes (Alesina and
Bayoumi, 1996; Fatás and Mihov, 2006; Lutz and Follette, 2012; Hong, 2014).
Similar results are found in Canada (Tapp, 2013) and the European Union countries
(Foremy, 2014; Grembi et al., 2016; Kotia and Lledó, 2016).
Nevertheless, the evidence on the effectiveness of fiscal rules for subnational
governments is not conclusive, especially among cross-country studies. For
example, Martinez-Vazquez et al. (2019), when analyzing a panel of 58 countries
during the period 1990-2008, conclude that fiscal rules are only effective if they are
sanctioned and enforced by the central government, and there is no significant
vertical fiscal imbalance (VFI).24 Similarly, Bartolini et al. (2018) analyzed a sample
of 19 OECD countries (all European plus USA) during the 1980-2010 period; they
found a significant effect of fiscal rules at the central government but not evidence
at the subnational level.
As stated above, empirical evaluations of fiscal rules at the subnational level
are scarce. However, there are positive results among the few analyses in the Latin
American context. For example, Sánchez and Zenteno (2011) evaluated the fiscal
rule enacted in 2000 in Colombia (Law 617). Estimating a fixed-effects model on a
panel of provinces and municipalities, they concluded that spending restrictions
imposed by a law enacted in 2000 (Law 617) positively reduced the primary deficit
and improved the SNG's fiscal performance. Also, in Colombia, Chamorro and Urrea
(2016) used a panel of 26 provinces and 440 municipalities to study the effectiveness
of several regulations affecting local governments. Estimating a model with fixed
effects led them to conclude that the only effective Law was the one with explicit debt
limits (Law 358).
In the Mexican context, the work of Limón and Miranda (2021) analyzes the
effect of the LDF on the financing cost for Mexican states and municipalities. Using
discontinuous regressions to estimate the average effect, the authors conclude that

24
The imbalance between centralized revenue and decentralized spending is known as vertical fiscal
imbalance or vertical fiscal gap.
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the enactment of the LDF has significantly reduced the cost of financing for SNGs.
To the best of my knowledge, no other empirical evaluations are testing the effect of
the LDF enactment over the levels of subnational debt in Mexico. Thus, this work
contributes to the empirical literature testing the impact of fiscal rules at the
subnational level.

4.2.2 Mexican Subnational Debt Context
Until 1980 there was no fiscal coordination mechanism among the different levels of
government in Mexico. The prevailing scheme favored inefficient collection,
increased the regional inequality gap, generated double taxation, or allowed the
elucidation of taxes by applying differentiated rates across states. The federal
government decided to centralize the tax revenue and its distribution to collect taxes
more efficiently.
In 1978, the Fiscal Coordination Law (FCL) was enacted in the context of a
severe fiscal crisis. The National Fiscal Coordination System (SNCF) came into force
two years later. The FCL had two main goals. The first was to strengthen and
harmonize the weak federal collection system, and the second was the bailout of
several Mexican states affected by the 1977-78 crisis (Chavez, 2005).
The SNCF established a set of rules and procedures for collecting
coordinated taxes. The states ceded to the federation some of their primary sources
of taxation in exchange for the federation to compensate for the revenues they
stopped collecting.

The non-conditional transfers (participaciones) from the

federation became the primary source of revenue for Mexican states and
municipalities.
However, the centralized system led to greater dependence of local
governments on federal transfers. By the mid-nineties, federal transfers represented
more than 80 percent of the states' total revenue. Furthermore, centralization
incentivized overspending federal grants and under-collecting local taxes, increasing
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subnational indebtedness. In 1995, the central government fiscal misbehavior
resulted in a severe financial and economic crisis with costly repercussions at the
subnational level. Using extraordinary transfers, the federal government implicitly
bailout out 28 of the 32 states. Although the central government introduced an
explicit commitment of no bailout, it has had low credibility.
Besides the 1995 crisis, during the mid-nineties, Mexico experienced major
changes that enhanced the four factors Ter-Missian (2007) defined as relevant for
subnational fiscal misbehavior. The first was the transition towards democracy, and
the second was its economy's openness.
Despite being the incumbent party for 70 years, the Partido Revolucionario
Institucional (PRI) lost its hegemonic rule in 1997. Since then, Mexico has
experienced intense electoral competition. Analytical literature (Oates, 2005;
Wyplosz, 2012) argues that electoral competition is a source of deficit bias, as
incumbent politicians seek the voters' support by spending above the taxation level.
The increasing political competition and the electoral use of federal transfers to favor
partisan agendas in Mexican states is well documented (Gonzalez, 2002; DíazCayeros, Estévez, and Magaloni, 2012; Abbott et al., 2017).
Arguably, the participation of Mexico in the free trade agreement of America
(NAFTA) transformed its economy. Since 1994, Mexican states have received large
inflows of foreign direct investments (FDI). However, the northern and central
Mexican states received FDI inflows at a much higher rate than the southern ones.
Thus, FDI inflows widened preexisting regional gaps and increased the need to
decentralize public spending to meet distinctive requirements. Whereas the FDI
hosting states in the north needed to improve trade-related infrastructure
(transportation and logistics), the southern states needed to increase their social
infrastructure (health and education).
Consequently, the federal government introduced a new regulatory
framework that decentralized public spending. The 1997 reform intended to increase
the transfers’ efficiency and provide more financial flexibility to SNGs. Among the
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major changes, the new legislation permitted SNGs to use their non-conditional
transfers to securitize their public debt, allowing SNGs to finance the much-needed
infrastructure investment.
Nevertheless,

while

the

central

government

promoted

spending

decentralization, it maintained a highly centralized tax collection system, i.e.,
increased the existing VFI. As a result, Mexico currently has the largest VFI among
OECD countries. Mexican SNGs are responsible for about 50 percent of total public
spending while only collecting 10 percent of total tax revenue (World Bank, 2016).
The VFI left Mexican SNGs very dependent on the federal transfers creating
incentives to incur fiscal indiscipline. The empirical evidence also links VFI to debt
accumulation in case of external financial shocks (Boadway and Tremblay, 2006),
electoral opportunism (Meloni, 2016), and fiscal indiscipline (Jia et al., 2021), all
present in Mexico since the decentralization reform.
The 1997 reform resorted greatly to market-based mechanisms to avoid fiscal
indiscipline. The most prominent of them was the introduction of international credit
rating agencies as SNGs financial monitors. However, credit rating agencies relied
on opaque and often discretionary data provided by SNGs. Also, Hernández-Trillo
and Smith-Ramírez (2009) argue that ratings in Mexico were influenced by political
considerations rather than purely financial results. Hence, marked-based
mechanisms were insufficient to prevent rapid debt growth. Between 1996 and 2016,
subnational debt grew ten times in nominal terms, while as a percentage of national
GDP, it increased from 1.16% in 2001 to 4% in 2016, a level even higher than before
the Tequila crisis (3.5%). Although the aggregate levels of Mexican subnational debt
do not represent a systemic risk to public finances, subnational debt sustainability is
decreasing (Cabral et al., 2021).
In 2013, the rapid increase in subnational debt became a major concern for
the central government. In that year, 11 states reported higher debts than their main
revenue source: the non-conditional federal transfers. For example, the debt ratio to
non-conditional transfers was greater than 2 for Chihuahua, Nuevo Leon, and
Quintana Roo and 3.05 for Coahuila. As the rapid increase in debt caught media
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attention, the concern became part of the national political agenda.25 In response,
the federal government promoted new regulations to reform the subnational debt
market and discipline local governments. As a result, in April 2016, the Law of Fiscal
Discipline for States and Municipalities (LDF) was enacted.

Figure 4.1 Evolution of Mexican States’ total real debt

4.2.3 The Law of Fiscal Discipline for States and Municipalities (LDF)
The LDF was conceived to help SNGs attain three main objectives: accountability
and fiscal transparency, sustainable public finances, and reduced public financing
costs (Limón and Miranda, 2021). Those goals are based on the five pillars
described by Andrade (2018). To foster accountability and fiscal transparency, the
LDF mandated the Mexican Federal Ministry of Finance (SHCP) to create, manage,

25
For example, national media revealed that the government of the northern state of Coahuila had falsified
documents to hide the real extent of its debt (Delgado, 2011). While the actual debt surpassed 33 billion pesos
(9% of its GDP), only 7 billion pesos were reported. In less than three years, the state debt increased by
19,270%.
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and monitor the unique public debt registry (RPU). The RPU (pillar 1) is a system in
which SNGs must register and update all their debt obligations, regardless of their
source, amount, purpose, or maturity. For each SNG, the SHCP estimates total
public and other debt indicators based on the RPU records. The SHCP has also
been mandated to update the RPU public database on the Internet. Thus, the RPU
makes information transparent and allows monitoring key debt indicators.
In order to achieve sustainable public finances (goal 2), the LDF resorted to
fiscal rules. More specifically, to budget and expenditure rules (pillar 2), contracting
debt rules (pillar 3), and the debt alert system (pillar 4). Whereas pillars 2 and 3
concerned general, non-numeric fiscal rules, the fourth pillar established specific
numeric rules based on metrics. For example, pillar two establishes that all debts
must be destined for public investment (the golden rule); and pillar three
prerequisites contracting new debt to obtain the state legislature authorization (at
least two-thirds majority). In contrast, the debt alert system functions as a numeric
fiscal rule based on three debt indicators estimated by the SHCP using the RPU
records. Considering the subject's complexity and relevance to the identification
strategy, the debt alert system is fully explained in the following sub-section.
To reduce public financing costs (goal 3), the LDF allowed the federal
government to serve as the last resource creditor (pillar 5), granting the federal
guarantee to the debt contracted by SNGs that subscribe to a financial discipline
agreement. As a result, the agreement would reduce the cost of financing for those
who subscribe to it.

4.2.4 The LDF alert system as a fiscal rule
Although the LDF was enacted in April 2016, the LDF alert system became
operational almost a year later (March 31, 2017). The alert system was designed to
function as a traffic light. It communicates debt sustainability using three colors:
green, yellow, and red. A sustainable level is indicated by green, hazardous (under
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SHPC observation) yellow, and unsustainable by red.
For each SNG, the SHCP defines the overall debt sustainability level (the
traffic light color) based on three indicators (metrics). The first indicator (IND1) is the
percentage of total public debt to unconditioned disposable income. The SNGs’
unconditioned disposable income (ILD) includes all non-conditioned federal
transfers, plus any local revenues.26 According to the SHCP alert system guidelines,
the IND1 is the leading metric to measure the SNGs' overall financial sustainability.
The second indicator (IND2) is defined as the percentage of debt service to
ILD. IND2 measures the capacity of SNGs to meet the principal and interest of their
obligations using freely disposable revenue. The third indicator (IND3) is the
percentage of short-term obligations to total income (financial liquidity). IND3
measures the ability of local governments to pay debts with maturity shorter than a
year, using available revenue.
From April 2017, all SNGs were mandated by the LDF to report the three debt
indicators on the SHCP alert system website. Whereas the states are mandated to
quarterly reporting, the municipalities must report semi-annually.
Then, based on the three indicators, the SHCP assesses the SNG's overall
debt sustainability in two steps. During the first step, the SHCP applies explicit rules
(floors and ceilings) to each indicator to determine whether it is classified as low,
medium, or high.27 Then, the second step uses the previous classifications and
applies combinational rules to determine if the overall classification is sustainable,
moderate (under SHCP observation), or high (unsustainable). Those rules greatly
simplify the assessment of sustainability (the traffic light color) as there are 27
different possible combinations.28 For example, if the three indicators are sustainable

26
The unconditioned disposable income (ILD) is not equivalent to the guaranteed revenue. The major
difference is that ILD includes federal funds to stabilize subnational finances during external shocks. Thus, the
guaranteed revenue excludes the revenue from the Fondo de Estabilización de los Ingresos de las Entidades
Federativas (FEIEF).
27
The threshold limits were enacted on June 30, 2017.
28
Considering three indicators and that each one can potentially acquire three levels (low, medium, or high)
there are 27 possible permutations.
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(low), the predominant traffic light will be sustainable (green). In contrast, whenever
IND1 is high, the overall traffic light will be red. Table 4.1 present the rules from steps
1 and 2 and all the possible resulting classifications.
Table 4.1 LDF alert system classification rules

Step 1.
Threshold
rules

Step 2.
Combinational
rules

Indicator 1
(IND1)

Indicator 2
(IND2)

Indicator 3
(IND3)

Resulting
Classification

Total public debt as %
of unconditioned
disposable income

Debt service as % of
unconditioned
disposable income

Short-term obligations
as % of total revenue

After applying
the rules

100% or lower

7.5% or lower

7.5% or lower

Low
(green)

higher than 100%
but not higher than
200%

higher than 7.5%
but not higher than 15%

higher than 7.5%
but not higher than
12.5%

Medium
(yellow)

higher than 200%

Higher than 15%

Higher than 12.5%

High
(red)

Low

Low

Low

Low

Low

Medium

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Low

High

Low

Medium

High

Low

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Low

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

High

Low

High

.

.

Low

High

High

Medium

High

High

High

High

High

Sustainable
(green)

Under SHCP
observation
(yellow)

High
(red)

Source: Adapted from Mexico Ministry of Finance (SHCP) documentation.
Notes: In step 2, not all possible permutations are depicted as whenever IND1 is classified as High, the overall
classification is unsustainable regardless of the other two indicators' classification.

From Table 4.1, it can be seen that the LDF alert system has the main
characteristic of fiscal rules, i.e., the system is based on metrics (the three indicators)
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with explicit limits (floors and ceilings). Furthermore, the debt metrics and their limits
are coded in federal and local laws and have been continuously enforced for more
than four years. All those properties satisfy the definition of a fiscal rule provided by
Eyraud et al. (2018). Thus, it is appropriate to use the evaluations of the quarterly
alert system as a fiscal rule for subnational governments. The identification strategy
of this dissertation chapter consists of exploiting the differences in the evaluations to
evaluate the system's capacity to prevent excessive indebtedness. The following
section will address how I propose using the system alert data to evaluate the fiscal
rule effectiveness.
Although informative, the states’ quarterly debt evaluations (the traffic light
alert system) are not legally binding. These periodic evaluations were designed to
alert for sudden changes in the SNGs' indebtment (Andrade, 2018). However, the
LDF also required SHCP to perform an annual evaluation of each SNG based on its
audited financial records (not from the self-reported RPU data). The annual
evaluation is legally binding and critical to SNGs as it determines the following year's
financing ceiling. If a SNG debt is confirmed sustainable (green light), it may incur
an additional indebtedness up to 15 percent of its ILD the following year. The SNGs
with an indebtedness under-observation (yellow light) will be allowed to borrow at
most 5 percent of their ILD. Subnational governments with too high debt (red light)
will not be allowed to obtain additional financing.29
As ex-ante highly indebted states were more like to be negatively evaluated,
the debt ceilings could be a potential source of endogeneity. To prevent it, I followed
three strategies. First, I did not use the annual evaluations and used the LDF
quarterly evaluations instead. Secondly, I included the SNG debt ratings from four
major rating agencies to account for SNGs' perceived debt market risk in anticipation
of the annual evaluations. Third, I adopted a difference-in-difference approach to
overcome the remaining potential source of bias.

29

Unless the SNG negotiate a strict payment plan with the federal government.
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4.3 Methods
4.3.1 Introduction to Difference-in-Differences
The Difference-in-Differences (DID) method is a research design well suited for
estimating causal effects of policy interventions and policy changes. Therefore, it is
one of the most widely used methods in impact evaluation studies (Gertler et al.,
2016).
Though DID is currently booming in economics, it has a long history that
extends back to the pioneering work of Snow (1855), analyzing the causes of cholera
mortality in London. Nevertheless, the method gained attention when labor
economists adopted DID to investigate the effects of policies, like the outcome of
training programs on earnings (Ashenfelter, 1978); the effect of immigration on the
local labor market (Card, 1990); or the impact of the rise in the minimum wage on
employment (Card and Krueger, 1994). More recently, DID has been widely used as
a policy evaluation method (Abadie and Cattaneo, 2018).
Although DID is a non-experimental method, it is based on the principles of
randomized experiments. Such experiments estimate causal effects by comparing
the treatment and control groups before and after an intervention. Similarly, the
canonical DID design estimate the average effect of an intervention by calculating
two differences: first, the after-before difference in the mean outcome in the
treatment group and then subtracting from this difference the after-before mean
difference in the control group.
However, DID differs from randomized experiments as the treatment
assignment is non-random. Non-random assignment implies no well-defined random
control group that serves as a counterfactual. Although finding an appropriate control
group can be challenging, DID is very appealing to social scientists. Furthermore,
DID has gained popularity as an impact evaluation method since most policies
involve non-random assignment, such as passing new local laws or regulations, like
the LDF.
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In the Difference-in-Differences context, the event for which we want to
estimate the causal effect is called the treatment. The outcome indicates the variable
that will be used to measure the effect of the treatment. The causal effect is
estimated as the Average Treatment effect for the units Treated (ATT).
In the canonical DID design, there are two periods and two groups (2x2
design). In the first period (t=0), no units are treated, and in the second period (t=1),
some units are treated (treatment group), and some units are not (control group).
Then, the average treatment effect (ATT) could be estimated, assuming that the
average outcome of the treated and control groups would follow the same path over
time if no treatment were provided. This assumption is called the Parallel Trends
Assumption (PTA), and it is critical to identification based on a DID design. If the
PTA holds, then the canonical 2x2 setup accurately identifies the ATT as the effects
are distributed identically across treatment groups and periods (Lechner, 2011).
In the canonical 2x2 DID setup, the ATT can be obtained manually30 or by
regressing Equation (4.1) and obtaining the estimated coefficient (:) on the
interaction of the treatment group dummy (S&TUS. ) and a post-treatment dummy
(*VWS! ). Where 0.! is the outcome variable.
0.! = 4 + 4. S&TUS. + 4. *VWS! + :S&TUS. ∗ *VWS! + Y.!

(4.1)

4.3.2 Difference-in-Differences with staggered treatment adoption
Most DID policy evaluations depart from the canonical 2x2 setup because policy
interventions frequently occur at different times (i.e., the implementation or adoption
of the treatment is staggered). In this case, the ATT is traditionally estimated using

30

"## = (&‾ %&'(!"#$! − &‾ %)*!"#$! ) − (&‾ %&'(%&'!"&( − &‾ %)*%&'!"&( )
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a difference-in-differences two-way fixed effects model (TWFE). Equation 2 shows
that the TWFE estimates the ATT coefficient (: 22 ) by regressing outcomes over a
treatment indicator (1it) and including dummies for cross-sectional units (8. ) and time
periods (8! ). Whereas individual fixed effects (8. ) account for potential differences in
the outcome across individuals, time fixed effects (8! ) quantify temporal trends
affecting all individuals simultaneously.
0.! = 8. + 8! + : 22 1.! + Z.!

(4.2)

Nevertheless, the most recent DID literature (Imai and Kim, 2021; Sun and
Abraham, 2021) acknowledges that under the staggered treatment adoption, the
TWFE model is misspecified. For example, Goodman-Bacon (2021) has
demonstrated that the TWFE estimator is a weighted average of all possible 2x2
combinations that compare timing groups to each other.31 Thus, the TWFE
eventually allows comparisons in which already treated units serve as (poor)
controls, leading to negative averaging weights. Goodman-Bacon (2021) also shows
that the TWFE estimation is sensitive to the groups' size, the timing of treatment,
and the number of periods. Furthermore, the resulting TWFE coefficient (: 22 ) does
not always identify an interpretable measure of the treatment effect (Chaisemartin
and D’Haultfœuille, 2020).
In order to deal with TWFE misspecification, recent research has developed
alternatives. For example, Wooldridge (2021) proposed that including time and
treatment indicators to the standard pooled OLS regression obtains estimates that
are “numerically the same as the full TWFE estimator”. On the other hand, Callaway
and Sant'Anna (2021) (CS) propose a two-step procedure that avoids the unsound
TWFE comparisons. The first step proposes identifying all possible valid (2x2)
comparisons and estimating the corresponding ATTs. Here, the CS ATTs estimation

31

Goodman-Bacon (2021) showed that a DID analysis leads to the comparison between the treatment and the
never treated groups, but also comparisons among the early treated to a late treated, and a late treated
compared to early treated.
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strategy relies on robust estimators, including the doubly robust estimator (DR)
proposed by Sant'Anna and Zhao (2020). The DR allows using suitable covariates
to increase the likelihood of identifying the units treated. Then, in the second step,
CS aggregates the ATTs into time groups to summarize the results. Considering the
robustness and flexibility of the CS approach, I follow Backer, Larker, and Wang
(2022) and rely on the CS methodology.

4.3.3. Identification strategy for the LDF fiscal rule
The strategy to evaluate the impact of the LDFs on the levels of debt accumulation
of Mexican states presented several challenges. First, considering that the LDF
enactment affects all SNGs simultaneously, it is impossible to find counterfactuals
that allow the classical DID evaluation. I tackle this problem by exploiting the LDF
alert system heterogeneous evaluations to identify treatment and control groups.
More specifically, I encoded the alert system colors (green, yellow, and red) into a
single dummy variable (treatment) that adopts the value of zero when a state debt
was classified as sustainable (green) and the value of one when classified below the
sustainable level (yellow or red). Thus, the variable treatment contrasts a negatively
evaluated group of states (the treated) with those who received a sustainable
evaluation (controls).
Furthermore, the treatment variable allows me to distinguish three different
statuses (based on the treatment timing (staggered treatment). Those states were
never treated (controls), those not yet treated (pre-LDF enactment), and those
already treated (post-LDF enactment). See Figure 4.2 for a graphical depiction of
the staggered treatment.
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Note: The Figure shows the timing of treatment adoption, where treatment is defined as obtaining a quarterly debt
evaluation below the sustainable level.

Figure 4.2 Panel staggered treatment

Although the treatment variable codification allows me to circumvent the lack
of counterfactuals, it raises concerns about their validity. The most serious concern
is whether the assignment of treatment status depends on potential outcomes (i.e.,
treatment endogeneity). I tackled the endogeneity issue in two ways. Using quarterly
debt evaluations as a treatment assignment mechanism reduces the chances of
falling into the endogeneity trap, as the alert system is only informative and not
legally binding. Therefore, the LDF debt ceilings discussed before are not effectively
driving the observed contemporaneous outcomes. Secondly, the outcome variables
used in this chapter are not the same as those used to estimate the quarterly
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evaluations. Instead, I use deflated variables: total debt and real debt per capita.
Although both variables are correlated with the leading debt sustainability metric
(IND1), using these variables significantly reduces the endogeneity risk, as the
outcome variables do not relate to the revenue component of IND1 that local
governments can influence.32
Another concern was the violation of the parallel trend assumption. Here, I
relied on the properties of the doubly robust estimator proposed by Sant'Anna and
Zhao (2020). The estimator allows the inclusion of covariates that increase the
likelihood of finding valid counterfactuals during the pre-treatment period. In other
words, the parallel trends assumption is conditioned to the presence of suitable
covariates that capture the units’ pre-treatment characteristics. Considering the
states’ heterogeneity discussed in Section 4.2, I selected three reasonable
covariates. First, to account for the perceived debt market risk in anticipation of the
annual evaluations, I included the states’ debt ratings from four major agencies.
Second, I included the FDI quarterly inflows to account for the distinct debt
requirements among FDI receptors. Third, I used a variable that captures regional
differences between states, observing the same regionalization used by the Mexican
Central Bank (BANXICO). These three variables were selected to increase the
likelihood of finding valid counterfactuals during the pre-treatment period. The
selection of the regionalization and FDI inflows as covariates was based on the
significant results observed in Cabral et al. (2021), whereas the credit rating
selection was based on the findings in Del Castillo et al. (2022).
Figure 4.3 shows how the inclusion of one suitable covariate (BANXICO
regionalization) increases the likelihood of complying with the PTA. More specifically,
Figure 4.3 contrast the evolution of an outcome variable (mean debt per capita) for
two groups of Mexican states (those never-treated vs. the eventually treated) during
the pre-treatment period (2013Q4 to 2016Q4) in two setups (conditioned vs.

32
Following Abadie and Cattaneo (2018) robustness check DID guidelines, I tested replacing the outcome debt
variable with a revenue variable that was not supposed to be affected by the LDF (non-conditional real
transferences). The result was not significant (ATT pvalue = 0.83), which suggests that the revenue component
does not drive the findings.
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unconditioned). Whereas the left panel shows that the unconditioned setup
contravenes the PTA, the right panel shows that recognizing regional heterogeneity
increases the likelihood of complying with it. Since the PTA is critical for the
identification strategy, Section 4.5 discusses further tests to demonstrate it.

Notes: The left panel shows the unconditioned PTA. The Right panel the regionally conditioned. The dashed lines represent
the LDF enactment. The left panel clearly shows a pre-treatment PTA violation, whereas the right panel shows that
recognizing regional heterogeneity increases the likelihood of complying with it.

Figure 4.3 Pre-trend PTA testing. Unconditioned vs. regionally conditioned

4.4 Data
The dataset consists of a balanced panel with 29 consecutive quarterly observations
ranging from the last quarter of 2013 (2013Q4) to the last quarter of 2020 (2020Q4),
covering 31 of 32 Mexican states. The smallest Mexican state (both geographically
and economically), Tlaxcala, was excluded from the analysis as its local legislation
prohibits contracting long-term debt. The dataset contains 899 observations.
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Most data were obtained from official Mexican sources. Data on the states'
characteristics and the Consumer Price Index came from Mexico's National
Statistics Institute (INEGI), whereas states' population figures were from the National
Population Council (CONAPO). In addition, I obtained states' public debt levels, the
indicators to monitor the financial health of local governments, and the quarterly alert
system results from the Mexican Ministry of Finance (SHCP). The Foreign Direct
Investment (FDI) quarterly data came from the Ministry of Trade (SE).
I acquired the national scale credit ratings of each state from four major
agencies: Fitch Ratings (FR), Moody's (MS), Standard and Poor's (SP), and HR
Ratings (HR). I obtained the ratings using the Thomson Reuters Eikon platform.
However, the original qualitative rating values were transformed to ordinal values,
following the transformation proposed by Del Castillo et al. (2022). As a result, the
rating scale ranges from 1 to 9, ranking states from minimum risk (1) to debt
defaulting (9), the maximum level of risk. For cases when an agency changed its
rating within a quarter, I used a time-weighted average to estimate the quarterly
credit rating. I used the maximum rating available for each quarter to aggregate the
contemporaneous credit ratings into a single metric. I decided to use the maximum
rating to capture the highest perceived risk.
Table 4.2 presents the descriptive statistics of the panel. Figures are shown
in three stages to compare the evolution of summary statistics. First, after the
financial crisis but before the introduction of the LDF (2013). Then, closely after the
LDF´s passing (2016), and after four years the LDF implementation (2020). In Table
4.2, all the figures are for the last quarter of each year and using deflated monetary
figures. Table 4.2 also shows that the averaged measures of state debt (the outcome
variables) exhibit a similar trend. There was an increase before the LDF enactment
(2013-2016) and, afterward, a significant decline.
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Table 4.2 Panel Descriptive Statistics
Variable

Group

Statistic

2013

2016

2020

Sum

.

9

5

Min

1

1

1

Mean

2.58

2.65

2.74

Max

5

5

5

S.D.

1.03

1.05

1.09

Never treated

Mean

2.21

2.21

2.26

Treated

Mean

3.17

3.33

3.50

Sum

48,135.7

30,897.1

27,427.5

Min

44.9

-24.2

-405.5

Mean

1,552.8

996.7

884.8

Max

5,727.7

6,810.0

6,726.0

S.D.

1,365.9

1,339.0

1,292.2

Never treated

Mean

1,582.20

1,051.33

931.70

Treated

Mean

1,506.15

910.15

810.44

Total real debt

Sum

521,564

566,616

545,913

(constant million pesos)

Min

831.5

1,154.3

151.5

Mean

16,824.6

18,277.9

17,610.1

Max

76,296.9

81,214.9

80,659.6

S.D.

19,265.4

20,894.7

20,484.9

Never treated

Mean

12,219.5

12,424.9

12,707.0

Treated

Mean

24,116.0

27,545.3

25,373.4

Debt per capita

Sum

136,047

143,709

132,024

(constant million pesos)

Min

748.3

543.3

66.2

Mean

4,388.6

4,635.8

4,258.9

Max

14,437.2

14,744.9

13,173.5

S.D.

3,890.1

4,085.4

3,532.2

Never treated

Mean

2,625.38

2,635.00

2,608.51

Treated

Mean

7,180.38

7,803.68

6,871.90

Number of treated States
(states with debt evaluation below
sustainability)
Debt Rating
(1 = lowest risk, 9 = debt defaulting)

All

Foreign Direct Investment
inflows
(millions of US dollars)

All

All

All

Source: Author's elaboration.
Notes: Using figures for the last quarter of each year.
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4.5 Empirical Strategy
This section has two objectives. First, introduce the event study plot (ESP) to visually
check the PTA before the LDF enactment. Second, to present the Callaway and
Sant'Anna (2021) implementation discussed in Section 4.3.

4.5.1 Testing the PTA
It is well known that a violation of the PTA is actually a violation of the strict
exogeneity assumption (Liu, Wang, and Xu; 2021). According to Cunningham (2021,
p.486), appealing to PTA means that “we have found a control group who
approximates the traveling path of the treatment group and that the treatment is not
endogenous”. Therefore, testing for the PTA implicitly means testing the strict
exogeneity assumption.33
In a policy intervention context, there is no actual test to confirm PTA because
counterfactuals are unobservable. However, there have been advances to examine
the differences between treatment and control groups. Traditionally, the literature
relied on visual inspections, plotting the pre-treatment dynamics among groups
(treated and untreated) to verify if the treatment group differed from the control
group. The left panel in Figure 4.3 presents an example of the traditional visual
inspection.
However, when the treatment is staggered, the concept of pre-treatment
becomes more complex, requiring the additional assumption that the only control
group is the never-treated group, which Goodman-Bacon (2021) proved to be
inaccurate. Furthermore, the visual inspection becomes cumbersome if the PTA
compliance is conditioned to include covariates that do not easily fit into categories.
An alternative is the event study plot (ESP). An ESP allows visually verifying if the

33
The strict exogeneity assumption requires that the structural error term in the dynamic regression model is
not correlated with the treatment variable.
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two groups of units (treated and non-treated) were comparable during the pretreatment period. ESPs evaluate the pre-treatment dynamics based on the DID
regression model estimates, including treatment leads and lags. The plot is recentered around the first period of treatment (t=0), including anticipatory effects
(leads) and post-treatment effects (lags).
Essentially, if the ESP plotted pre-treatment coefficients are close to zero,
then it is proof that the differences between units in the two groups prior to the
treatment were close to zero; thus, the PTA is likely to hold. Then, if the posttreatment coefficients significantly differ from zero, there is evidence in favor of the
treatment causal effect. Next, one can perform a global test under the null that all
pre-treatments are equal to zero. If one fails to reject the null, it is evidence in favor
of the PTA.
The following Equation is usually estimated to obtain the ESP:
5

0.! = :3 + [
46#7

8

;4 D4.!

+ [ +4 D4.! + ]! + ^. + Y.!

(4.3)
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Where 0.! represent the outcome variable of interest (in this case, either total
real debt or debt per capita). Subscripts _ and ` represent the state and quarter,
respectively. D is a dummy variable indicating whether the state was treated (1) or
not (0). The fixed and temporal effects are denoted by ^ and, ] respectively. Y is the
standard error term. K and L are positive constants defined by data availability.
Values of Z between −K and −m indicate the quarters before the first treatment; e =
0 represents the first treatment quarter; values of Z greater than 0 but lower than or
equal to L represent the quarters after the first treatment, and Z = −1 is the base
period against which all effects are compared. Equation (4.3) specifies a DID event
study model in which ;4 accounts for the pre-treatment impacts, and +4 provides the
dynamic ATT effects. Thus, the PTA test examines the pre-treatment effects (;4 ) or
‘‘pretrends’’. If the estimated pretrends do not significantly differ from zero, evidence
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supports the PTA.
Figure 4.4 shows the estimation of Equation (4.3) without covariates and
using the traditional two-way fixed effects estimator (TWFE). Clearly, few pretreatment effects (assuming a 95% confidence interval) are different from zero.
Furthermore, the global F-test (6.53) rejected the null (pvalue = 0.000), suggesting
a violation of the PTA. The result is not surprising, as the ATT estimations under a
staggered treatment are likely to de biased in both the pre-and post-treatment
periods (Sun and Abraham, 2021). Therefore, in the results section, Equation (4.3)
is estimated using the approach developed by Callaway and Sant'Anna (2021).

Source: Author's elaboration.
Notes: Pre-treatment ATT is at the left of the dashed line. Pre-treatment estimates can be used to ‘‘pre-test’’
the PTA. If the pre-treatment estimated ATT significantly differs from zero, there is evidence against the PTA.

Figure 4.4 Event Study Plot using the TWFE estimator
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4.5.2 The Callaway and Sant'Anna (CS) approach
The CS estimation approach was developed to tackle issues examined in the most
recent DID literature. Here I discuss the main CS properties and how they are
implemented in this dissertation.
First, the CS approach is the first to allow for covariate-specific trends across
groups in DID setups with staggered treatment. This is relevant when the differences
in the observed characteristics among groups lead to the PTA violation. Here CS
deals with the problem deriving three estimator types that obtain consistent ATTs.
The first is based on outcome regressions (OR) as proposed by Heckman et al.
(1998); the inverse-probability-weighted (IPW) estimator based on Abadie (2005);
and the doubly robust estimator (DR) proposed by Sant’Anna and Zhao (2020). The
OR estimator requires the correct specification of the outcome evolution for the
comparison group. The IPW must correctly model the conditional probability of unit
_ being in the group ? given their covariates. The DR estimator combines both
approaches. It requires correctly specifying either (but not necessarily both) the
outcome evolution for the comparison group or the propensity score model. Hence,
The DR is the most robust to modeling misspecifications.
As stated before, the identification strategy in this dissertation chapter relies
on pre-treatment covariates to correctly specify the propensity score model. Thus,
the IPW estimator is appropriate. However, considering that the DR estimator also
takes advantage of pre-treatment covariates and its robustness to misspecification,
I will rely on it, as advised by Backer, Larker, and Wang (2022).34
Second, instead of point-wise inference of average ATTs, CS proposes to use
a simple multiplier bootstrap procedure to estimate simultaneous (group and time)
confidence intervals. As a result, “the confidence bands do not suffer from multipletesting problems and are guaranteed to cover all ATTs with a probability of at least
1−α” (Callaway and Sant’Anna, 2021, p. 15). This dissertation chapter use clustered

34

The IPW estimator results are available upon request.
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bootstrapped standard errors at the regional level, accounting for the data
autocorrelation.35
Finally, CS provides three aggregation methods for the potentially large
number of group-time average treatment effects into summary parameters. The CS
approach allows the ATT's estimations for treatment groups (cohorts), cumulative
ATTs over calendar time, and ATTs that vary with length of exposure to the treatment
(event-study-type). The authors argue that there is no 'best' aggregation method and
conclude that the method is application-specific depending on the type of question
that the researcher is trying to answer. In order to extract insights from treatment
effect dynamics, I will present the results of the three methods.

4.6 Empirical Results
This section discusses the identification strategy results obtained using the CS DR
approach.36
First, to corroborate the PTA, I re-estimate (4.3) with a slightly different
specification to accommodate the CS approach. Therefore, Equation (4.4) includes
a vector of pre-treatment covariates (Γ.! ) that allows the correct specification of the
propensity score model before the treatment.
5

8

0.! = :3 + [ ;4 D4.! + [ +4 D4.! + Γ.! + ]! + ^. + Y.!
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(4.4)
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The ESP depicted in Figure 4.5 shows the estimation of Equation (4.4),
including the discussed covariates, and using the CS approach (DR estimator)

35
See Cameron and Miller (2015) for a discussion on the relevance of correctly clustering the model errors in
the DID context.
36
All computations were performed in Stata 17 using the csdid command written by Rios-Avila et al. (2021)
based on the R package did by Callaway and Sant'Anna.
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described in the previous section. In Figure 4.5, the CS estimates do not show pretreatment effects significantly different from zero. Likewise, the pre-trend test (b 9 =
22.71) does not reject the null that all the pre-treatments are equal to zero (p-value
= 1.0), implying the conditional parallel trends assumption holds under the CS
specification.

Source: Author's elaboration.
Notes: Pre-treatment ATT is at the left of the dashed line. Pre-treatment estimates can be used to ‘‘pre-test’’ the PTA. If the
pre-treatment estimated ATT significantly differs from zero, there is evidence against the PTA.

Figure 4.5 Event Study Plot using the CS DR estimator

Moreover, Figure 4.5 also provides evidence supporting the treatment causal
effect. In other words, the ESP suggests that the treated states reduced their
indebtment more rapidly than the control group (the never treated). The groups'
differences became significant around eight quarters after the first treatment. Thus,
two years after the treatment, the estimated ATT was close to -2,000 million pesos,
about a 7% decline from the average 2016Q4 figure.
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After verifying the conditional PTA feasibility using the CS approach, Equation
(4) is re-estimated. Table 4.3 presents the results in two panels. The left panel shows
the results when the outcome variable in (4) is total debt at constant prices, and the
right panel shows the real per capita debt results. For spacing reasons, Table 4.3
only shows the ATTs cohorts aggregated averages. In the case of the event study
estimates, only post-treatment were included. Table 4.3 also shows the pre-trend
test results. In both models, the null hypothesis is not rejected. Thus, the conditional
PTA plausibly holds under both specifications.
The overall ATT, depicted in Table 4.3, is the crucial measure in the CS
approach. This measure is defined as “the average effect of participating in the
treatment experienced by all units that ever participated in the treatment”. The overall
ATT has the same interpretation as the ATT in the canonical DID 2x2 setup,
regardless of its implementation under multiple periods (staggered treatment).
Therefore, the overall ATT synthesizes the main result of this dissertation chapter as
it represents the main effect of policy change regardless of the number of periods in
which the policy has been in place.
Under both specifications, the overall ATTs were negative and highly
significant. In the case of total debt, the result indicates that during the whole posttreatment period (16 quarters), the average difference between treated and
untreated states was -1,099.61 constant million pesos. Measured relative to
population, the overall ATT was -458.66 pesos per habitant. These results provide
evidence that the LDF alert system effectively led to a significant debt reduction
among the treated states.
Regarding the group-timing treatment (cohorts) estimates, the sign and
magnitude were similar to the previously described. However, the ATT estimate in
the debt per capita model was not significant at the conventional 5%. The result is
not surprising, considering that this aggregation method can provide volatile
estimates since the duration of treatment exposure depends on the treatment start
date. Therefore, there is a statistically significant negative effect on debt for 4 of 6
cohorts. The nonsignificant results were driven by the states in the last two treatment
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cohorts, i.e., those last treated and, thus, less exposed to treatment.37

Table 4.3 CS Doubly Robust ATT estimates

Number of Observations
Pre-trend test

Total real debt
(constant million pesos)
899
%2
p-value
21.4781
1.0000
ATT

Overall effect

Std. Error

Real debt per capita
(constant pesos)
899
%2
p-value
14.6053
1.0000
ATT

Std. Error

-1099.610 ***

407.769

-458.665 **

195.146

-969.533 **

439.747

-395.815 *

220.288

Calendar Average
2020-Q1
2020-Q2
2020-Q3
2020-Q4

-1022.039 **
-2014.366 ***
-1809.216 ***
-1799.514 ***
-1839.898 **

408.378
659.724
582.936
665.103
787.457

-433.137 **
-731.020 **
-660.035 **
-662.474 **
-724.818 **

193.463
308.362
294.893
328.805
356.893

Event-study estimates
Pre-treatment Average
Post-treatment Average

281.003 ***
-1196.652 ***

76.267
405.599

83.887 ***
-494.003 ***

12.266
186.913

513.931 ***
-215.172
-444.499 *
-768.099 *
66.164
-672.676
-753.960
-955.490 *
-701.343 *
-1804.702 ***
-1589.074 ***
-1775.165 ***
-1909.409 ***
-2624.064 ***
-2408.665 ***
-2255.117 ***
-2045.737 **

137.215
234.677
269.151
433.520
303.037
533.854
469.479
527.638
414.155
420.324
446.811
433.251
591.921
738.993
699.192
838.952
1027.564

76.955 *
-79.334
-149.091
-217.655
-122.294
-331.993
-382.388
-422.678
-452.329 **
-664.002 ***
-697.317 ***
-690.410 ***
-664.978 ***
-975.354 ***
-909.345 ***
-864.608 ***
-851.237 ***

42.830
69.252
92.763
152.829
187.872
268.994
253.234
261.650
227.659
200.461
210.033
185.336
186.173
256.058
238.508
256.949
308.192

Groups (cohorts) average

Post-treatment 0
Post-treatment 1
Post-treatment 2
Post-treatment 3
Post-treatment 4
Post-treatment 5
Post-treatment 6
Post-treatment 7
Post-treatment 8
Post-treatment 9
Post-treatment 10
Post-treatment 11
Post-treatment 12
Post-treatment 13
Post-treatment 14
Post-treatment 15
Post-treatment 16

Notes: All estimates were calculated using clustered bootstrapped standard errors at the regional level. ***, **, and * denote
statistical significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% respectively. The null hypothesis for the pre-trend test is that all pre-treatments
are equal to zero. CS aggregations are meant to provide insight about: a) an overall treatment effect parameter; b) how
average treatment effects vary across treatment groups (cohorts); c) how cumulative average treatment effects evolve over
calendar time; and (d) how average treatment effects vary with length of exposure to the treatment (event-study).

37
For a detailed discussion about the effect magnitude for earlier treated vs. later treated groups, see the
Equation 3.7 remarks in Callaway and Sant'Anna (2021).
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The results for the calendar average estimates are quite similar to those
described above. However, the calendar ATTs are interesting, as they measure how
cumulative average treatment effects evolve over specific calendar periods.
Therefore, this aggregation allows observing the cumulative effect among the units
treated up to some particular period. Considering that the panel covers the beginning
of the COVID-19 pandemic, Table 4.3 includes the calendar estimates
corresponding to 2020 to estimate the initial impact of the pandemic crisis on the
levels of debt among the treated. In the total debt model, during the first quarter of
2020 (in the pandemic very beginning), the cumulative treatment effect reached its
peak (-2014.366). However, during the following two quarters, the cumulative
treatment effect deteriorated only to slightly recover during the final quarter.
The per capita model tells a similar story but with a stronger recovery in the
end. The results of both models are significant, and in both cases, the deterioration
phase was about 10% relative to the first quarter to 2020. Overall, during 2020 the
total debt average change among all states represented a -0.08% reduction in real
terms. Although small, the effect is remarkable when contrasted to the yearly 13%
average increase caused by the 2008-09 global financial crisis. This result suggests
that the LDF mechanisms effectively prevented a rise in the states’ debt, even during
an extreme financial shock. However, these results must be interpreted with caution,
as they only reflect the initial impact of the pandemic crisis, and further investigations
are required to measure the full effects.
Regarding the event study results in Table 4.3, they are displayed in two
subsections. In the first subsection, the results consist of the pre-and post-treatment
averages. During the pre-treatment period (12 quarters), there was a highly
significant increase in both debt measures. This result contrasts with the posttreatment averages, where treated states show a substantial decline in both debt
measures. Compared to the treatment beginning (2016Q4), the post-treatment
average decline among the treated was about 4.3% and 7.2% for the total debt
model and the per capita model, respectively. The second event-study subsection
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shows how the ATT varies with the length of exposure to the treatment. In both
models, it is noticeable an increasing effect (debt reduction) along with the time of
exposure. Although the reduction in indebtedness started to decline immediately
after treatment, the effect becomes significantly different from zero around the eighth
quarter. This result suggests that the SNGs' finances would take approximately two
years to reduce their indebtedness effectively.
4.7 Conclusions
I examined the impact of the LDF alert system (fiscal rule) on the level of debt in
Mexican states. This dissertation chapter contributes to the literature evaluating
fiscal rules at the subnational level, a topic scarcely addressed by empirical works,
especially for developing economies. The results reported here provide evidence in
favor of the efficacy of the fiscal rule in reducing the SNGs' indebtment. The analysis
is based on official data from the Mexican Ministries of Finance and Trade and the
four major rating agencies operating in Mexico. The causal effect was estimated
using the staggered Differences in Differences method. The parallel trend tests were
performed to corroborate the validity of the estimates.
The main results are that the treated states reduced their indebtment more
rapidly than the control group (the never treated). Furthermore, the differences
between the groups became significant approximately eight quarters after the first
treatment. The average difference between the treated and untreated states was a
debt reduction of approximately 4%, equivalent to 1,099.61 million constant pesos.
Measured relative to population, the overall effect was a 5.9% reduction, equivalent
to 458.66 pesos per habitant. The calendar ATT estimates for 2020 indicate that the
pandemic financial crisis eroded about 10% of the average gains in debt reduction
among treated states. This result suggests that the pandemic crisis played a role to
the detriment of the LDF cumulative treatment effect. Still, the LDF debt control
mechanisms effectively prevented debt accumulation even during an extreme
financial shock. Nevertheless, future research should extend the analysis period to
further investigate the actual effects of the pandemic crisis on the Mexican
subnational debt.
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On the other hand, the event-study dynamic effects revealed a downward
trend over time for the estimates of both measures of indebtment. Although the
treatment effects became negative (signaling debt reduction) almost immediately
after the first treatment, they became statistically different from zero eight quarters
after the LDF implementation. This result implies that most of the treated states
promptly reacted to treatment, but their efforts would take approximately two years
to become significant.
These results have important policy implications. First, it further proves that
explicit fiscal rules can effectively achieve subnational fiscal discipline (Grembi et al.,
2016). This conclusion is especially relevant for developing economies where few
empirical studies have addressed the subject. Second, when appropriately enforced
by the central government, subnational fiscal rules can be effective even in a country
like Mexico, often characterized by its weak regulatory enforcement. Third, it
supports the hypothesis that public and well-defined monitoring mechanisms (like
the LDF traffic light system) might help prevent the deficit bias (Drazen, 2004). This
result is relevant as the opportunities for SNGs to evade the constraints of fiscal
rules are a problem for the central government. Fourth, it takes time for the effects
of a subnational fiscal rule to become noticeable. In the case of Mexican states, the
LDF effects become significant after two years. Hence, the design of fiscal rules
should take into account this implementation gap.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
5.1 General Conclusions
Over the past two decades, Mexican subnational governments experienced a
significant increase in public debt. The rapid increment of subnational public debt
motivated the passing of new legislation (LDF) intended to fiscally discipline local
governments. The purpose of this dissertation was two-fold. First, to assess the
sustainability of Mexican subnational public debt, especially after the 2008-09 global
financial crisis, but before LDF was implemented. Second, to evaluate the LDF
encoded fiscal rule effectiveness’ four years after its implementation.
The dissertation defined five key objectives: (1) Propose a novel indicator to
ease the interpretability and communicability of public debt sustainability; (2) Test
the robustness and theoretical properties of the newly developed indicator by means
of Monte Carlo simulations; (3) Evaluate the sustainability of Mexican states debt
from 1993 to 2016 using the proposed indicator; (4) Evaluate the sustainability of
110 most indebted Mexican municipalities debt between 2007 and 2017 using the
developed indicator; and (5) Offer an impact evaluation of the LDF's fiscal rule on
Mexican states' debt accumulation levels. The dissertation´s objectives were
addressed over three individual studies.
The first study focused on attaining objectives (1) and (3). The third chapter
of this dissertation addressed objective (1), proposing an alternative indicator that
departed from the common present value constraint to present a novel and more
intuitive method of assessing fiscal sustainability at the subnational level. Then,
objective (3) was addressed using the newly developed indicator and SGMM panel
data methods.
The resulting estimates indicated that Mexican states' fiscal stances were
sustainable but severely deteriorated after the 2008-09 financial crisis. The study
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revealed that the global crisis had a very significant effect on public debt
accumulation. The crisis' impact on states' debt was explained by the sharp decline
in federal transfers (the SNGs' primary revenue source), which drove them to acquire
additional debt to finance their expenditures. Moreover, the model with debt as a
proportion of guaranteed revenue (the more accurate measure of indebtment)
suggested that the fiscal policy of some Mexican states was already unsustainable
in 2016. This was especially true for the smaller, more open to capital flows and less
dynamic states.
Future studies could advance the work presented in the third chapter by
extending the analysis period from 2017 and forth. Using the rolling window
technique over an extended panel dataset would allow the impact estimation of two
relevant events not covered in this study: the LDF enforcement (since 2017) and the
crisis caused by the COVID-19 pandemic (since 2020). Those estimates should
provide a deeper understanding of the sustainability indicator dynamics under
opposing forces.
The second study concentrated on attaining objectives (2) and (4). The fourth
chapter of this dissertation addressed objective (4) using the indicator and panel
data techniques developed in the previous chapter. Despite the estimates
suggesting that the assessed municipalities' debt remained sustainable during the
period 2007-2017, the rolling window technique demonstrated that the sustainability
indicator (!) exhibited a growing trend over time, indicating declining sustainability,
especially after the global crisis. Then, further robustness checks suggested that the
global financial crisis impact extended beyond 2009, probably causing a structural
break in municipal indebtedness time series.
In light of the effects of the global financial crisis found in both chapters,
testing the indicator's robustness under extreme volatility scenarios became
paramount. Therefore, the robustness and stability of the indicator (!) were tested
using Monte Carlo simulations (Objective 2). The simulations' goal was to observe
the sustainability parameter (!) behavior under random financial shocks (like those
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caused by the subprime crisis or the COVID-19 pandemic) with varying magnitudes
and timing repercussions. After simulating thousands of panel datasets, the
statistical analysis confirmed the reliability of the parameter (!) and its robustness
under varying levels of financial stress.
Future research also should extend the panel to perform the same analysis
suggested for the previous study. Regarding the Monte Carlo simulations, I
recommend that future research focuses on two undertakings. First, explore more
efficient ways to perform Monte Carlo simulations without requiring excessive
processing power, as it can be computationally demanding. Second, to improve the
randomization of the simulated financial shocks discussed in the fourth chapter.
Finally, the third study tackled objective (5). The fourth chapter presents an
impact evaluation of the LDF on the indebtment levels of Mexican states.
Specifically, the study argues that the LDF alert system characterizes an explicit
fiscal rule that can be used to differentiate between two groups of analysis (treated
vs. controls). Then, uses a difference-in-differences novel approach to identify the
impact (causal effect) of the fiscal rule implementation (treatment) under
heterogeneous timing (staggered treatment). This study's main challenge was
finding valid counterfactuals (controls); thus, the parallel trend assumption was
thoroughly tested. The findings suggest that the treated states reduced their
indebtment more rapidly than the control group (the never treated). The average
difference between the treated and untreated states was a gross debt reduction of
approximately 4%, while relative to the population, the effect was a 5.9% reduction.
A second interesting finding with direct policy implications was that, on average, the
treated states' debt reduction efforts would take approximately two years to become
statistically significant. The results also indicate that the financial crisis caused by
the COVID-19 pandemic eroded the LDF cumulative treatment effect by about 10%
of the average gains in debt reduction among treated states. Although the study
results only cover the initial impact of the pandemic crisis, those results suggest that
the LDF control mechanisms effectively prevented debt accumulation even during
such extreme financial shock.
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Further research should investigate the performance of the LDF fiscal rule by
studying the pandemic crisis's full effects. Also, a municipal impact evaluation should
be performed when sufficient data become available.
Overall, the findings in this chapter emphasize the relevance of well-designed
fiscal rules, like the LDF, to attain subnational fiscal discipline and, thus, subnational
debt sustainability.
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